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SECTION 1 - COMPACTION

1.1 Situations Requiring Mechanical Compaction during Backfill  Mechanical compaction may be required where loose backfill and subsequent settling will not be acceptable. The following situations will require mechanical compaction as described within this section and the appropriate section pursuant to each topic listed below:

A) Trench Backfill
   1) Rubber Gasket Reinforced Concrete Pipe (RGRCP)
   2) Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Pipe

B) Structure Backfill
   1) Formed Structures
   2) Precast & Slipform Stands
   3) Inlet/Outlet Structures
   4) Check Structures

Mechanical compaction may also be required in the following situations including but not limited to: Backfilling road crossings within public street right-of-ways, backfilling where vehicle traffic may cross pipelines or tailpipe, and compacting banks to be lined. Any situations where compaction will lessen the maintenance requirement of a MID facility, every effort should be made to compact all material as specified within this section. Each workman shall be responsible to make those situations known to his supervisor.

1.2 Methods of Compaction during Backfilling
The following pieces of equipment to be used for compaction:

A) Hand Tamper
   Tamper shall be used to compact all soil types adjacent to structures or in confined spaces which larger equipment cannot access.

B) Sheepsfoot
   Sheepsfoot roller shall be used to compact all soil types. Roller shall be used to compact lift thicknesses so that the foot will penetrate through the non-compacted material to the compacted material on the initial pass.

C) Gradall/Backhoe/Excavator
   Each may be used for compaction on unaccessible slopes or in situations where compaction could put a worker at risk. Use should only be used in these situations since this equipment is not designed for compacting.

D) Front end loaders and dozers should not be used for compaction.

1.3 Optimum Moisture for Backfilling
The following steps shall be used to obtain the optimum moisture based on the soil type. For silty clays, water shall be applied during backfilling so that a handful of soil which is squeezed makes a loose ball. If the soil material does not stick together the soil is too dry and water should be added, and if the material leaves a soft mud on the skin or can be rolled into a "worm" similar to pottery clay the soil is too wet and dry material should be imported or the soil should be allowed to dry. For sandy soil, water shall be applied so that all material loses its light color, and in most situations, it will be nearly impossible to add too much water to sandy soils when backfilling. A general rule is that heavier soils will require little added water or often no water for compaction where lighter soils such as sand will require water to be added for compaction.

During any backfilling operation, water should be continuously applied to the backfilled material as described above to insure that the soil through the entire backfilled profile is at the proper moisture. If the trench or excavation is not compacted and moistened when backfilled, the backfilled material should be "jetted" by applying water into the backfilled material through the entire profile. Jetting can be accomplished...
by inserting steel or plastic pipe from a water truck into the backfilled material and applying water at several depths which will fill voids and provide additional compacting of the backfilled material. However, caution should be used when jetting PVC pipe which could cause the pipe to float if empty, see Section 6 for more details.

If compaction is critical, a compaction test should be which will test the moisture of compacted material by using a Field Density Test.

1.4 Optimum Compaction for Backfilling
During any backfilling operation, adequate compaction can be field tested by the following: remove some of the loose newly backfilled material and step onto existing backfilled material, if more than a 1/2 inch of the material compacts, the material is not compacted enough and will require mechanical compaction as discussed in Section 1.2 and/or water will be required as discussed in Section 1.3. The next test which may be used is ramming the handle end of a shovel into the backfilled material, and if the handle sinks more than 1 inch, the material is not compacted enough and mechanical compaction should be used.

MID does not own any compaction testing equipment or the properly licensed personnel to use such equipment. Where compaction is necessary, it is the responsibility of the workman's supervisor to request compaction tests in any situation where he deems compaction is critical either to safe operation and maintenance of a MID facility, or in situations where surface use will be negatively impacted by poor compaction.

1.5 Backfilling in Areas with Poor Soil
The majority of the District has fairly sandy soil which has good characteristics for backfilling and compacting. However, soils in the northeast area of the District tend to have a high clay content and lands planted with fig trees typically have soils with hard pan layers which in both of these cases makes backfilling and compacting difficult. In these areas having poor native soils, it may be necessary to import sand material to obtain optimum compaction around the pipe and then backfill the remaining open trench with the native soil. Often, the native soil may be either too wet or dry during compaction so caution and good judgment should be used to prevent backfilling with material which is too wet, or trying to add water to native material which is too dry.

SECTION 2 - GUNIT LINING/SHOTCRETE

2.1 Definition
For the purposes of this section, the terms gunite and shotcrete will be used interchangeably with the understanding that gunite refers to the dry-mix shotcrete process as specified in the American Concrete Institute (ACI) codes 506, 506R, and 506.2. MID will also allow the wet-mix shotcrete process pursuant to the same codes above. Any other processes or mix specifications not specified in the above codes shall be permissible only with prior MID approval.

2.2 Reinforcement
Gunite lining reinforcement used on open canals and other lined tub structures is usually 6-6 x 10-10 welded wire fabric mesh which shall conform to ASTM A185 or ASTM A497 and may be uncoated or galvanized. Mesh shall be installed to lay flat and should have no wrinkles. MID will allow the use of steel fibrous reinforcement which shall be 1.5" long in amounts of 2 percent by metered volume or 60 pounds per cubic yard of the gunite being used as determined by MID'S Engineer. MID will allow the use of Fibermesh reinforcement which shall be 2" long Fibrillated MD in amounts of 2 pounds per cubic yard. MID will also allow the use of reinforcing bars (rebar) providing the use of bars shall not exceed #5 bar which shall be laid on 1 foot square spacing grid and tied together at each intersection. The use of adobe or brick chairs will be required at spacings to keep the reinforcement elevated off the ground surface so when the lining is applied the reinforcement is in the lower 30%-50% of the lining thickness. Anchors shall also be required
at spacings to hold the reinforcement in place during lining application. Typical anchors are constructed of 6-18" long, depending on the soil type, #3 or #4 rebar with a hook at one end to grab the reinforcement. The anchors are driven into the ground to a depth to provide rigid holding and so the hook doesn't extend through the finished lining surface.

Regardless of the reinforcement used, all material shall be free from oil, loose rust, mill scale, or other surface deposits which may affect the bond to the gunite. During gunite application, mesh and rebar reinforcement shall be pulled away from the soil surface so that the reinforcement is fixed at the center thickness of the lining.

2.3 Gunite Thicknesses, Footings, Cutoff Walls
All gunite applied to MID facilities shall comply with the MID Standard Specifications and Drawings. The lining requirements are as follows: the lining thickness shall be 6 inches thick minimum on all canal bottoms including inlet/outlet bathtubs and stands, and all other slope protection uses, and shall remain 6 inches thick at the bottoms of all side slopes tapering to 4 inches thick at the top of the lined slope. In cases where a gunite lined structure will require dredging as directed by MID Maintenance Department or will be exposed to severe elements, the lining shall be 6 inches thick. Where required by MID’s Engineer, footings shall be constructed on all lining which shall be 6 inches thick and extend a minimum of 24 inches below the canal bottom where a floor is not poured. MID will also require cutoff walls at the edge of any lining with cutoff walls in the canal being a minimum of 8 inches thick and 24 inches deep, and cutoff walls around the edge of lining atop the bank which is 4 inches thick and 8 inches deep. The use of cutoff walls and footings will prevent water from undermining the lining.

2.4 Ladders Installed in Lining
Ladders shall be installed on any lined section and shall comply with the MID Standard Specifications and Drawings. In particular, ladders shall be installed on both sides of the canal at regular spacing as specified by MID and at all structures which include check structures, road culverts, entrances to pipelines, and any other facility which will allow easy access to the canal. Ladders shall be tied to the lining reinforcement prior to gunite application. During the gunite application, all ladders shall be protected to avoid excess gunite build-up on the ladder and shall be cleaned after the gunite application.

2.5 Material Specifications and Application
MID will require that all mix specifications and materials used in the mix conform to ACI specifications 506, 506R, and 506.2. MID will also require that at least four 6" concrete cubes be sprayed by the Contractor into MID’s form for each job or for each 200 yards of gunite applied. MID will maintain the cubes in the same environment as the applied gunite and will remove the cubes and test at 7 and 28 days. The minimum 28 day concrete strength shall be 4,000 psi. MID will require that any contractor applying gunite on MID’s facilities have the appropriate registration for the nozzleman applying the gunite as specified in ACI code 506.3R.

2.6 Gunite Lining Repair
In situations where lining will be patched only, all cracks shall be washed and wire brushed clean to insure all material and debris is removed from the concrete/gunite. In small cracks less than a 1/2 inch, a silicon based product, i.e. Sikaflex-IA, should be used by extruding enough material to fill the crack and then by applying enough pressure to the material to insure that it bonds to both sides of the crack. After the material has set, a mortar band mixed with an additive, i.e. white glue, can be placed over the repair.

In situations where a section of lining will be relined, all cracks shall be washed and wire brushed clean to insure all material and debris is removed from the concrete/gunite. If the cracks need to be repaired prior to relining, mortar band repair as discussed in the above paragraph is adequate.
SECTION 3 - SLIP FORM STRUCTURES

3.1 Definition and Use
For the purposes of this section, slip form structures shall apply to all structures which have a reinforced poured-in-place concrete base, a below ground non-reinforced poured-in-place riser section using a prefabricated steel form for the interior of the structure, and an above ground precast pipe section. Slip form structures shall use concrete as specified in ACI Code 318-Structural Concrete, as specified in Section 3.2. Structures which may be slip formed are the following: back-up stands, inlet/outlet stands, and surge chambers as specified in MID Standard Specifications and Drawings.

3.2 Material Specifications
Concrete for non-reinforced, slip-form structures shall conform to ACI Code 318 and ASTM C150 and be 5.5 or 6 sack mix with a minimum compressive strength at 28 days of 3000 psi. The concrete shall have also have the following properties:

1) Cement shall be Type II and shall meet the requirements for low alkali.
2) Coarse Aggregate shall be no more than 1/5 the minimum wall thickness and shall be no larger than inches and shall conform to the latest revision of ASTM Specification C-33.
3) Water shall be clean and free substances which may be deleterious to the reinforcement or concrete.
4) Maximum Water-Cement ratio shall not exceed 46%.

Slump shall be approximately three inches at the job site as determined by a Slump Test. The slump batched at the concrete plant will vary depending on the travel time to the job site which should be determined prior to ordering any concrete.

Concrete shall not be placed when the air temperature in the shade, in the vicinity of the work exceeds 95°F, or when the temperature of the concrete exceeds 85°F.

3.3 Form Preparation
All forms used for slip-form stands shall be prefabricated steel forms and shall have a maximum of 2% deflection during construction. All dirt, chips, sawdust, nails, and other foreign matter shall be completely removed from forms before any concrete is deposited, and forms shall be thoroughly coated with form oil.

3.4 Slip Form Construction
A) The trench shall be excavated to twelve inches below the specified stand invert elevation. The bottom and sides of the trench shall be prepared to provide full, firm and uniform support by undisturbed earth or compacted fill. Where excavation occurs in rock or other hard material, sand shall be imported, moistened, and compacted as discussed in Section 1.
B) All entering and leaving pipe shall be placed so that the top and bottom of pipe are flush with the interior of the stand. The sides of the pipe and inside of stand shall be trowelled after the stand has been poured to form a smooth transition.
C) The base shall contain reinforcement consisting of #4 rebar on twelve inch centers in perpendicular directions. The reinforcement shall be placed and tied on mortar blocks so that the reinforcement is elevated above the bottom of trench a minimum of three inches.
D) All surfaces against which concrete is to be placed shall be free from standing water, mud, and debris and shall be firm enough to prevent contamination of the concrete by earth or other foreign material.
E) At the time of concrete placement, all soil adjacent to the pipe shall be sufficiently wet so that it does not absorb water from the concrete or expand upon additional wetting.
F) The base shall be constructed in one placement. The concrete shall be rammed and tamped until it has been consolidated to the maximum practicable density and properly conforms against the reinforcement. The concrete shall be trowelled to provide a smooth and level surface.
G) The walls of the slip form stand shall be constructed in one placement and shall immediately follow the construction of the base. Walls should be poured to an elevation that is a minimum of twelve inches below the surrounding grade, or to an elevation which allows installation of jointed precast pipe to the correct top of structure elevation. The concrete shall be vibrated, rammed, and tamped until the concrete has been consolidated to the maximum practicable density, free of rock pockets, and properly conforms against the form surface. Wall thickness should average approximately 12 inches at the base and approximately 8-10 inches at the top of the slip form pour.

H) Concrete shall not be placed when the air temperature in the shade, in the vicinity of the work exceeds 95°F, or when the temperature of the concrete exceeds 85°F.

I) The top of the slip-form stand shall be keyed to receive the tongue end of the precast riser section. The key shall be formed in the freshly poured concrete by using a template manufactured to the dimensions of the riser section.

J) After the concrete has adequately set but not hardened, approximately thirty minutes, the form shall be removed by "jerking" loose and removing vertically.

K) The interior of the stand shall be trowelled smooth with a wooden trowel and all excess concrete shall be removed from the base and any incoming or outgoing pipe.

3.5 Baffle Wall Installation
After the slip form has been removed from the structure and interior finishing has occurred, #4 or #6 rebar shall be driven into the stand wall to a minimum of half the wall thickness. The rebar length shall be long enough so that a minimum of 6 inches protrudes from the stand wall to allow future installation of baffle wall reinforcement. Construction of the baffle wall shall be according to formed reinforced structure construction as discussed in Section 9.

3.6 Pre-Cast Manhole Pipe Installation
The slip form base and wall concrete shall cure a minimum of four hours before installation of any precast pipe riser section. After curing, precast pipe shall be placed and fitted into the keyway on the top of the slip-form wall. All joints shall be filled with a soft butyl formable rubber gasket prior to placement and banded with cement mortar after placement of precast sections. The interior and exposed exterior of the stand shall be trowelled smooth with a wooden trowell, removing excess mortar extruded out of joints for the entire height of the stand.

Pre-cast riser sections shall be reinforced concrete pipe and shall conform to ASTM Standard C478. Manhole material comes in 2, 3, and 4 foot sections. The job supervisor shall be responsible for slip form stand construction as described in Section 3.4 so that the top of the slip form stand is at an elevation to provide installation of intervals of 2, 3, or 4 foot sections to match the ultimate finish grade top of stand elevation.

SECTION 4 - CONCRETE REINFORCED STRUCTURES

4.1 Excavation for Structure
A) Clay, Rock, Hardpan Soils. Where clay, rock subgrade, stones, or hardpan material larger than 1.5 inches are encountered, the excavation for structures shall be approximately four inches below the specified bottom pad elevation of the structure. A minimum of 4 inches of sand bedding should be placed, wetted, and compacted according to Section 1 above the surface. The sides of the trench shall be prepared to provide full, firm and uniform support by undisturbed earth or compacted fill.

B) Sandy Loam Soils. Where structures will be constructed in lighter soils such as sandy or loam soils, the excavation should provide a uniform stable support for the structure and should be free of any irregularities that could cause point loads on the structure. Regardless of the soil type, it is recommended but not required except for soils in 4.1 A, that a minimum of a two inch sand bedding be used which is compacted and wetted as specified in Section 1.


C) OSHA Requirements. Excavations for structures shall be performed according to Section 8, OSHA Excavation Requirements.

4.2 Formwork

A) All forms shall conform to the shape, line, grade, and dimensions of the structure or structures as shown on the plans and drawings.

B) All forms shall have sufficient strength and be tied together and braced in such a manner to withstand the internal pressure resulting from the placement and vibrating of the concrete.

C) Forms shall be constructed in such a manner as to remain in the correct position.

D) All forms that are exposed to the surface of the concrete to be placed shall be smooth and sufficiently tight to prevent loss of concrete or its components through the form joint.

E) Snap ties shall be used at spacings to hold the forms in place and shall remain embedded in the concrete until the concrete has sufficiently set. The ties shall be removed when the forms are removed with no metal remaining within one inch (1") of any surface. Any holes left by the snap ties shall be patched.

F) Prior to concrete placement, all forms shall be lubricated to prevent concrete from sticking to the forms.

4.3 Reinforcement

Reinforcement used for formed structures shall conform to ACI 318 and be of the size, type, and spacings as specified on the plans and drawings for the structure. The use of adobe or brick spacers may be required at spacings to keep the reinforcement centered in the wall thickness so when the concrete is poured into the form the reinforcement is not pushed against the form. For all structures having a pad, the reinforcement in the pad shall be bent so that a minimum of 12 inches of reinforcement extends above the finished pad elevation. During wall construction, wall reinforcement shall be tied to the floor reinforcement. All reinforcement intersections shall be tied together so as to prevent movement of the reinforcement during the forming or pouring of the structure. Regardless of the reinforcement used, all material shall be free from oil, loose rust, mill scale, or other surface deposits which may affect the bond to the concrete.

4.4 Concrete Properties

A) Cement. Cement shall be Type I, low alkali, and shall conform to the requirement of ASTM C150, and shall be the same type for the same element or portion of the work.

B) Strength. Unless otherwise specified, the strength of concrete shall be at least 3,000 psi as determined on the basis of 28 day compressive strength tests when the concrete is not exposed to severe and frequent freezing and thawing.

C) Cement and Water Content. All concrete shall have a water-cement ratio not exceeding 0.53 by weight, including free moisture on aggregate.

D) Slump. Slump shall be determined in accordance with ASTM C143. Slump shall be the minimum required for satisfactory placement of the concrete by the equipment and crew. Structure wall thickness which is 6 inches or less will require slump of approximately 4-5 inches at the job site to insure that concrete will form a solid and consistent wall throughout the structure. Concrete which has a dryer slump will tend to have rock pockets and voids which will require patching after the forms have been removed and will require increased maintenance. Thicker structure walls will require a dryer slump of approximately 3-4 inches at the job site. Slump shall be checked using the rod and cone method.

E) Concrete shall be ready mixed meeting the requirements of ASTM C94. All concrete shall be mixed until there is a uniform distribution of materials which for most concrete trucks is 90 revolutions per minute (RPM) for two minutes. Failure to mix concrete prior to pouring will cause separation of concrete materials.

4.5 Concrete Placement

A) Method of Placement. The structure shall be constructed in placements as required to construct the structure pad, walls, and other appurtenances. The concrete shall be vibrated, rammed,
tamped, or worked with suitable compacting equipment until thoroughly consolidated. Concrete shall be deposited as nearly as possible in its final position and shall not be caused to flow in a manner to permit or cause separation. Excessive separation of coarse aggregate from the concrete caused by allowing the concrete to fall freely from too great of height will not be allowed.

B) Construction Joints. When work is stopped at the end of placement or for any period of time that would permit initial set to take place, a construction joint shall be formed. Immediately before resuming concrete placement, the surfaces to be bonded shall be cleaned of all coatings, foreign material, and loose or defective concrete, thoroughly wetted, and coated with a waterstop compound.

C) Forms. The surface of the forms shall be free from mortar, grout, concrete, or other foreign material that would contaminate the new concrete or interfere with the attainment of the desired finish on the formed surfaces. Before the concrete is placed, the form surface shall be oiled to prevent the concrete from sticking to the form surface.

D) Temperature. The temperature of concrete when it is being discharged from the mixer shall be no more than 90°F and not less than 40°F in moderate weather, or 50°F in weather during which the mean daily temperature drops below 40°F. Whenever the mean daily temperature in the vicinity of the work site falls below 40°F for more than 1 day, the concrete shall be maintained at a temperature not lower than 50°F for at 48 hours after it is placed.

E) Addition of Water to Mixture. In most instances, water will be added to the concrete mixture at the job site to obtain the correct slump. However, caution should be used since the addition of excess water can decrease the concrete strength and increase the slump. Also, if enough time elapses between batching and delivery of the concrete, the mixture may begin setting which will be evidenced by high concrete temperatures compared to the batch temperature, and the tendency of the concrete not to mix well in the truck. If it is believed that the concrete has begun its initial setting due to temperature, delivery time or other factors, serious consideration should be given to rejecting the concrete and simultaneously contacting the appropriate supervisor.

4.6 Form Removal & Backfill

A) Form Removal. All forms shall be normally removed as soon as practical in order to delay curing of the concrete by application of a curing compound or by periodic moistening of the concrete with water. However, the forms shall not be removed until the strength of the concrete is such that no damage will be done to the concrete by removal of the forms.

B) Defects in Concrete. After the forms have been removed from the structure, the concrete shall be immediately inspected for surface irregularities caused by misplaced forms, poor consolidation, or any other defects. Excessive bulges or projections shall be removed and the surface finished with grout or cement mortar. All rock pockets or voids shall be entirely removed until solid concrete is reached, the edges cut square, the old concrete saturated with water, and the space filled with concrete or mortar held in place with forms if necessary.

C) Curing and Protection. All reinforced concrete structures shall be cured by using a curing membrane which will form a water retaining membrane on the surface of the concrete. As an alternative, water may be used to keep the concrete moistened such that the concrete retains a dark gray color until the structure is backfilled.

D) Backfill. The structure shall be backfilled with clean material which shall be free from hardpan, rocks, or other debris which will prevent compaction as specified in Section 1.

SECTION 5 - RUBBER GASKET REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE (RGRCP)

5.1 Manufacturer Specifications

1. Rubber Gasket Reinforced Concrete Pipe Reinforced Concrete Pipe per ANSI/ASTM C76 (Class 3, unless otherwise indicated on the construction drawings), with rubber gasket joints per ANSI/ASTM C443.
5.2 Ordering, Receiving, Handling, and Distributing

A) Ordering. When ordering RGRCP pipe, the following must be included to insure the correct type and class of pipe is delivered:
   1) Pipe Diameter
   2) Pipe Class, ASTM C-76 or C-361
   3) Laying Length, normally in either 8 or 12 foot lengths
   4) Total footage
   5) Type of joint, MID will use Bell and Spigot Joints
   6) Delivery Location and Schedule

B) Receiving. Pipe delivered to the construction site has been plant inspected, but a field check should be made to insure that the pipe is clearly marked with the following information:
   1) Specification designation
   2) Pipe class or strength designation
   3) Date of manufacture
   4) Name or trademark of the manufacturer
   5) Plant identification

C) Handling and Unloading. It is the responsibility of the receiver to determine that damage has not occurred during delivery. An overall inspection of each pipe shipment should be made before unloading and total quantities of each item checked against the delivery slip and damaged or missing items recorded. The pipe should be unloaded by lowering the pipe in controlled manner to prevent collision with other pipe sections or fittings and care should be taken to avoid chipping or spalling, especially to joint surfaces. Caution is necessary to insure workers are out of the path of the pipe as it is lowered down the skid. If the pipe is moved after unloading, the sections should be rolled or lifted and never dragged or rolled over rough or rocky terrain. Mechanical equipment is necessary for unloading the larger sizes of pipe and usually simplifies and speeds up the unloading of smaller pipe. When mechanical equipment is used, the lifting device which supports the pipe must provide safe handling without damaging the pipe. Many carriers are equipped with automatic unloaders. These unloaders consist of a forklift type apparatus mounted at the rear of a flatbed truck. The forks rotate vertically rather than moving up and down, so that when the forks are in a vertical position they extend above the truck bed. This provides a backstop and cushion for the pipe sections as they are rolled to the rear of the truck for unloading. A cradle formed by the forks and unloader frame securely retains the pipe section being unloaded as the forks are rotated downward and lowered to the ground.

D) Distributing. Coordination of pipe delivery with installation will avoid unnecessary handling and equipment movement. For trench installations, the pipe should be placed on the trench side away from the excavated material. If the pipeline is to be installed adjacent to a road right-of-way, the pipe should be strung out between the trench and road to prevent vehicles from driving into the trench. For embankment installations, with pipe to be installed on a shallow bedding at approximately the same elevation as original ground, the pipe can be strung out immediately after clearing and rough grading.

5.3 Excavation

A) Excavation, pipe installation and backfill operations should succeed each other as rapidly as possible. Avoiding long stretches of open trench will:
   1) Reduce equipment requirements
   2) Reduce sheathing and shoring required at any one time
   3) Prevent trench flooding
   4) Reduce the need to control groundwater
   5) Minimize disruption to existing utilities
   6) Simplify traffic maintenance
   7) Reduce safety hazards
8) Permit closer supervision and inspection of the work
9) Permit better quality control
10) Reduce adverse environmental impacts
11) Assist in maintaining better public relations

B) For irrigation pipeline construction, the most important excavation limitations are trench width and depth. As excavation progresses, trench grades are continuously checked to obtain the elevations established on the pipeline profile. Incorrect trench depths may adversely affect the flow capacity of the pipeline, require more vents to relieve trapped air, and may require additional maintenance after the line is completed.

C) The backfill load ultimately transmitted to the pipe is a function of trench width so trench widths should be as narrow as established in the plans or standard drawings. Side clearance must be adequate to permit proper compaction of backfill material at the sides of the pipe, and trenches are usually designed for a width of 1.25 times the outside diameter of the pipe plus one foot.

D) Spoil Placement. The placement and storage of excavated material is an important consideration in pipeline construction and influences the selection of excavating equipment, the need for providing sheathing and shoring, and backfilling operations. For trench installations the excavated material is usually used for backfill, and the material stockpiled along the trench in such a manner as to reduce unnecessary handling during backfill operations. The distance excavated material is placed from the trench is controlled by site conditions, dumping radius, and casting capabilities of the equipment. A general rule for spoil placement along unsupported trenches is that the minimum distance from the trench sides to the toe of the spoil bank should not be less than one half the trench depth. If the trench walls are supported, a minimum distance of three feet from the edge of the trench to the toe of the spoil bank is usually sufficient. Stockpiling excavated material adjacent to the trench produces a surcharge load. The ability of the trench walls to stand under this additional load depends on the cohesive properties of the soil. Any surcharge load should be considered when evaluating the need to provide trench support. When deep or wide trenches are excavated, it may be necessary to haul away a portion of the excavated soil or spread the stockpile. If the excavated material is to be used as backfill, the stockpile should be visually inspected for rocks, frozen lumps, highly organic or plastic clays, and other objectionable material. If the excavated soil differs significantly from the type of backfill material specified, it may be necessary to remove the unsuitable soil and bring in a select backfill.

E) Sheathing and Shoring. Trench stabilization is usually accomplished through the use of sheathing and shoring. The Occupational Safety and Health Administration and many states, municipalities and other local agencies have established codes of safe practice regarding support requirements for trench excavation. The structural requirements of sheathing and shoring depend on:

1) Depth and width of excavation
2) Characteristics of the soil
3) Water content of the soil
4) Water table
5) Weather conditions
6) Proximity of other structures
7) Vibration from construction equipment and traffic
8) Spoil placement or other surcharge loads
9) Code requirements

If any of the above conditions are encountered, a trench shield can be used which is a heavily braced steel or wood box which is moved along the trench bottom as excavation and pipe laying progress. Trench boxes are used to protect workmen installing pipe in stable soil where the trenches are deep and unsheathed. Trench shields are also used in lieu of other methods of sheathing and shoring for shallow excavations where the sides of the shield can extend from the trench bottom to the ground surface. When trench shields are used, care must be taken to avoid pulling the pipe apart or disrupting the bedding as the shield is moved. Improper removal of sheathing can reduce soil friction along the trench wall and increase the backfill load on the pipe.
Therefore, sheathing should be removed in increments as the backfill is placed. Additional compaction of the backfill material may be necessary to fill any voids left by the sheathing.

F) Foundation Preparation. A stable and uniform foundation is necessary for satisfactory performance of any pipe. The foundation must have sufficient load bearing capacity to maintain the pipe in proper alignment and sustain the loads imposed. The foundation should be checked for hard or soft spots. Where undesirable foundations exist, they should be stabilized by ballasting or soil modification. Ballasting requires removal of undesirable foundation material and replacement with select materials such as sand, gravel, crushed rock, slag, or suitable earth backfill. The depth, gradation and size of the ballast depends on the specific material used and the amount of stabilization required. The ballast is usually well graded from coarse to fine, having a size not more than one inch per foot of pipe diameter with three inches maximum and placed to a minimum depth of four inches. Soil modification involves the addition of select material to the native soil. Crushed rock, gravel, sand, slag or other durable inert materials with a maximum size of three inches is worked into the subsoil to accomplish the required stabilization. Soil modification can also be accomplished by the addition of lime, cement or chemicals to the soil. Adequate foundation stability is difficult to evaluate by visual observation. However, when concrete pipe is set on the foundation with little or no care exercised to provide a bearing surface, the weight of the pipe exerts a pressure of approximately 1,000 pounds per square foot. This pressure is about the same pressure a 200 pound man would exert when standing on one foot. If the foundation can support men working in the trench without sinking into the soil, the foundation should be stable enough to support the pipe and maintain it in proper alignment.

G) Pipe Bedding. Once a stable and uniform foundation is provided, it is necessary to prepare the bedding in accordance with the requirements of the plans, specifications or standard drawings. An important function of the bedding is to assure uniform support along the barrel of each pipe section. The bedding distributes the load reaction around the lower periphery of the pipe. The required supporting strength of the pipe is directly related to this load distribution, and several types of bedding have been established to enable specification of pipe strengths during the design phase of the project. Pipe set on a flat foundation without bedding results in high load concentration at the bottom of the pipe. Bedding the pipe so that the bottom reaction is distributed over 50 percent of the outside horizontal span of the pipe results in a 36 percent increase in supporting strength; a 60 percent distribution results in a 73 percent increase for the same amount of settlement; and a 100 percent distribution results in as much as a 150 percent increase depending on backfill compaction. If the pipe strength specified for a particular project is based on a design assumption that at least 60 percent of the outside horizontal span of the pipe is bedded, and the pipe is actually set on a flat foundation, a pipe strength significantly greater than specified would be required. The bedding being constructed needs to be continuously compared with the requirements in the plans or specifications.

5.4 Gaskets and Sealants at Connections

A) Rubber gaskets are either flat gaskets which may be cemented to the pipe tongue or spigot during manufacture, O-ring gaskets which are recessed in a groove on the pipe tongue or spigot and then confined by the bell or groove after the joint is completed, or roll-on gaskets which are placed around the tongue or spigot and then rolled into position as the tongue or spigot is inserted into the bell or groove. When gaskets are used, dust, dirt and foreign matter must be removed from the joint surfaces. For flat and O-ring gaskets, the gasket and joint surfaces are lubricated with a lubricant recommended by the manufacturer. The lubricant can be applied with a brush, cloth pad, sponge or glove. For all gaskets not cemented to the pipe, a smooth round object should be inserted under the gasket and run around the circumference two or three times to equalize stretch in the gasket.

B) Mastic sealants consist of bitumen and inert mineral filler and are usually cold applied. The joint surfaces are thoroughly cleaned, dried and prepared in accordance with the manufacturer's recommendations. A sufficient amount of sealant is used to fill the annular joint space with some
squeezed out. Better workability of the mastic sealant can be obtained during cold weather if the mastic and joint surfaces are heated.

C) Cement sealants consist of portland cement paste or mortar made with a mixture of portland cement, sand and water. The joint surface is thoroughly cleaned and soaked with water immediately before the joint is made. A layer of paste or mortar is placed in the lower portion of the bell or groove end of the installed pipe and on the upper portion of the tongue or spigot end of the pipe section to be installed. The tongue or spigot is then inserted into the bell or groove of the installed pipe until the sealant material is squeezed out. Any annular joint space between the adjacent pipe ends is filled with mortar and the excess mortar on the inside of the pipes wiped and finished to a smooth surface.

D) Portland cement mortar bands are sometimes specified around the interior of the pipe joint. A slight depression is excavated in the bedding material to enable mortar to be placed underneath the pipe. The entire external joint surface is then cleaned and soaked with water. Special canvas or cloth diapers can be used to hold the mortar as it is placed. Backfill material should be immediately placed around the pipe.

E) Rubber-mastic bands also can be used around the exterior of the pipe joint. After application of the mastic, a concrete collar should be poured around the band.

F) All pipe connections to structures and existing pipelines shall be reinforced concrete collar connections per the MID Specifications and Drawings.

5.5 RGRCP Pipe Installation

A) The pipe is elevated outside the trench where a gasket is placed on the spigot end. After the gasket is installed, lubricant is applied to the gasket to allow it to slide into the bell without slipping.

B) The bottom of trench is prepared by levelling the trench to provide for a uniform surface under the pipe.

C) The pipe length is measured from the bell end to determine the location of the next bell. At that point, a hole is dug in the trench bottom which allows the pipe to lay flat in the trench which prevents the bell from taking the loading from the pipe weight and loading from backfilling and compaction operations.

D) Lubricant is applied to the bell end of the last pipe laid in the trench. Care should be taken that all dirt is removed prior and after the lubricant is applied to the bell end.

E) The pipe section to be installed should be aligned as closely as possible to the axis of the last installed pipe section. The pipe should be lowered into the trench so that the top of the spigot pipe end should be inserted into top of the bell end. The pipe should then be lowered so that the bell makes contact with the trench bottom.

F) The pipe should be joined to the existing pipe by the following:

1) Breaker Bar:
   Joints for pipe sizes up to 30 inches in diameter can usually be assembled by means of a bar. A bar is then driven into the bedding and wedged against the bottom bell or groove end of the pipe section being installed. A wood block is placed horizontally across the end of the pipe to act as a fulcrum point and to protect the joint end during assembly. By pushing the top of the vertical bar forward, lever action pushes the pipe into a home position.

2) Come Along:
   When jointing larger diameter pipe, and when granular bedding is used, mechanical pipe pullers are required. Several types of pipe pullers or come along devices have been developed but the basic force principles are the same. When jointing small diameter pipe, a chain or cable is wrapped around the barrel of the pipe a few feet behind the tongue or spigot and fastened with a grab hook or other suitable connecting device. A lever assembly is anchored to the installed pipe, several sections back from the last installed section, and connected by means of a chain or cable to the grab hook on the pipe to be installed. By pulling the lever
back, the tongue or spigot of the pipe being jointed is pulled into the bell or groove of the last installed pipe section. To maintain close control over the alignment of the pipe, a laying sling can be used to lift the pipe section slightly off the bedding foundation.

3) Dead man blocking. 

Large diameter pipe can be jointed by placing a dead man blocking inside the installed pipe, several sections back from the last installed section, which is connected by means of a chain or cable to a strong back placed across the end of the pipe section being installed. The pipe is pulled home by lever action similar to the external assembly. Mechanical details of the specific apparatus used for pipe pullers or come along devices may vary, but the basic lever action principle is used to develop the necessary controlled pulling force.

4) In some situations, the use of excavating equipment may be used to push pipe sections together, however, this should be avoided unless provisions are made to prevent localized overstressing of the pipe joints such as the use of wood blocking or using the flat side of the bucket which applies pressure evenly around the circumference of the pipe.

5.6 Backfilling

The backfill consists of two zones with separate material and compaction criteria. The first zone extends from the bedding to a plane approximately 12 inches above the top of the pipe. The second zone includes all of the remaining fill.

A) Backfilling Around Pipe.

The load carrying capacity of an installed pipe is largely dependent on the initial backfilling around the pipe. Because of the importance of obtaining proper compaction of backfill material immediately around the pipe, material and density criteria are often included as part of the bedding requirements. For trench installations, where space is limited, tamping by pneumatic or mechanical impact tampers is usually the most effective means of compaction. Impact tampers which compact by static weight and kneading action are primarily useful for clay soils, while granular soils are most effectively consolidated by vibration. Where impact type tampers are used, caution should be exercised to prevent direct blows on the pipe. Backfill material should be compacted and brought up in even layers on both sides of the pipe. The backfill material should not be bulldozed into the trench or dropped directly on the pipe. Heavy vibratory equipment should not be permitted to operate directly over the pipe until a minimum of three feet of backfill has been placed.

B) Final Backfilling:

Once the backfill material is placed around the pipe and properly compacted, the remainder of the fill is placed and compacted to prevent settlement at the surface. Several types of compaction equipment are available and certain types are best for particular soils. The steel wheeled roller is best suited for compacting coarse aggregate such as slag, coarse gravel and graded rock. The sheepsfoot roller is best suited for cohesive clays or silts, and is not suitable for use on granular soils. Rubber tired rollers, which provide static weight and kneading action, are effective for many soils. Vibratory rollers are effective for granular materials. If the pipe is not under a roadway, sidewalk or other proposed structure, and possible settlement at the surface is not critical, flooding or jetting can be used to compact the backfill material. Water flooding and jetting are limited to compacting soils which are sufficiently permeable to dispose of the excess water and should not be used with cohesive soils. The trench is usually flooded until the backfill material is thoroughly saturated and has subsided from six to 18 inches. After initial saturation and subsidence, water is jetted into the backfill to the pipe depth at intervals varying from three to six feet. This process is repeated until the full depth of backfill material is placed.
5.7 Curved Alignment
Changes in direction and grades of pipelines are usually accomplished at manhole structures or prefabricated bends. Alignment changes in concrete pipelines, however, can be accomplished with deflected straight pipe or radius pipe. Since manufacturing and installation feasibility will determine the particular method used to negotiate a curve, the method must be established prior to trench excavation. For deflected straight pipe, the joint of each section is opened on one side while the other side remains in the home position. The difference between the home and opened joint space is generally designated as the pull. The maximum permissible pull is limited to an opening which will provide satisfactory joint performance. Based on manufacturer’s specifications, pulling of joints up to three degrees (about 2 inches from pipe centerline) is permissible on spun pipe (ASTM C-361), however, no pull is allowed on pipe (ASTM C-76).

Radius pipe, also referred to as beveled or mitered pipe, incorporates the deflection angle in the pipe joint. The pipe is manufactured by shortening one side, and the amount of shortening, drop, for any given pipe is dependent on manufacturing feasibility. Because of the possibility of greater deflection angles per joint, sharper curvature with a correspondingly shorter radius can be obtained with radius pipe than with deflected straight pipe. When establishing alignment for radius pipe, the first section of radius pipe begins one-half of a pipe length beyond the point of curvature and the last section of radius pipe extends one-half of a pipe length beyond the point of tangent.

One or more of these methods may be employed to meet the most extreme alignment requirements. Since manufacturing processes and standards vary, local concrete pipe manufacturers should be consulted to determine the geometric configuration of pipe sections available. Many manufacturers have standardized joint configurations and deflections for specific radii and economies may be realized by using standard pipe.

5.8 Construction Testing
Tests included in the standards under which the pipe is purchased assure that pipe delivered to the job site meets or exceeds the requirements established for a particular project. The project specifications usually include acceptance test criteria to assure that reasonable quality of workmanship and materials has been realized during the construction phase of the project. Tests applicable to all storm sewer, sanitary sewer and culvert projects are soil density, line and grade and visual inspection.

5.9 RGRCP Pipeline Repair
A) A Pipeline Shutdown and Access
   1) If the pipeline is being used for deliveries, the system should be shutdown with an authorized shutdown from the water department. The headgate should be locked shut to prevent water from flowing into the system.
   2) If the pipeline is not being used, a shutdown authorization is not required, however, the headgate should be locked shut to prevent water from flowing into the system.
   3) The pipeline should be pumped dry from locations such as boxes, stands, vents. If plans show that the leak is at a low section of the pipe line or no structures exist close to the leak, it may be necessary to knock a hole in the pipeline to complete pumping and access the pipeline.
   4) When the pipeline is accessed, ventilation blowers should be used to provide fresh air during operation.
   5) Vehicles should be parked close to access point so the outside man can hear men inside pipeline and use the radio in case of emergency.
   6) Prior to access, gas detectors should be used to check for harmful gases.
   7) After the pipe has been accessed to determine why the pipe is leaking, one of the following repair methods should be used:
B) Bell/Spigot Joint Repair
   1) In most cases, RGRCP pipe will leak at the joint connection which may be caused from a poorly formed pipe joint, the gasket being rolled during installation, poor subgrade, or
excess joint gap or deflection. If the joint is leaking, the following repair method should be used:

a) If the surface is not free of silt, debris, or trash, the void should be cleaned to insure bonding to the existing concrete.
b) Sikaflex 1-A should be used to fill the joint and should be pressed and set into the crack to insure the sikaflex sticks to the concrete.
c) A liquid bonding agent such as “white glue” should be applied over the joint and on the pipe wall which will allow for new grout/concrete to be applied to the pipe wall. The bonding agent will insure that the repair will adhere to the existing concrete. The bonding agent should be applied according to the manufacturer specifications.
d) The joint should be covered using a suitable grout mixed with a liquid bonding agent such as “white glue” according to manufacturer specifications. The bonding agent will increase the grout strength and make it less susceptible to drying out and cracking.
e) After the repair has been made on the inside, a supervisor should be consulted to determine whether or not a concrete collar should be used on the exterior of the pipe.

C) Pipe Section Failure Repair
   1) If the leak appears to be caused by pipe fatigue, failure, or decay, a supervisor should be consulted.
   2) If the supervisor determines that the pipe cannot be repaired, the section of pipe should be removed and replaced with RGRCP pipe according to this Section.

SECTION 6 – POLYVINYL (PVC) PIPE

6.1 Manufacturer Specifications
Pacific Western Extruded Plastics Company (PWPipe) produces PVC municipal water (Cast Iron Pipe Size) pipe in conformance with AWWA Standards C900 and C905, IPS (Iron Pipe Size) pipe in conformance with ASTM D2214, and PIP (Plastic Irrigation Pipe) in conformance with ASAE and SCS specifications. PWPipe recommends that the pipe be installed according to this guide, AWWA Manual M23, and ASTM D2774.

6.2 Receiving, Unloading, & Storage
   A) Receiving. When receiving the pipe shipment at the job site, exercise established precautions. Each pipe shipment should be inventoried and inspected with care to insure that there has been no loss or damage. The following procedures are recommended for acceptance of delivery:
      1) Make overall examination of the load. If the load is intact, ordinary inspection while unloading should be sufficient to insure that the pipe has arrived in good condition. If the load has shifted, has broken packaging, or shows rough treatment, carefully inspect each piece for damage.
      2) Check total quantities of each item against shipping records.
      3) Note any damaged or missing items on the delivery receipt. Notify the carrier immediately and make a claim according to his instructions. Do not dispose of any damaged material. The carrier will notify you of the procedure to follow.
   B) Unloading. The means by which the pipe is unloaded in the field is the decision and the responsibility of the receiver. These recommendations should be followed:
      1) Remove restraints from the top unit loads. These may be either straps, ropes, or chains with padding.
      2) Remove any boards on the top or sides of the load which are not part of the pipe packaging.
      3) Using a fork lift with thin chisel forks (or a front-end loader equipped with forks), remove the top units one at a time from the truck.
4) If a fork lift is not available, use a spreader bar with fabric straps capable of carrying the load. Space straps approximately eight feet apart. Loop straps under the load. Cables may be used only if they are cushioned to prevent damage to the pipe.

5) During the removal and handling, insure that the units do not impact anything especially in cold weather.

6) Place pipe package units on level ground.

7) Do not handle units with individual chains or single cables, even if padded.

8) Do not attach lifting cables to unit frames or bands.

9) Do not stack package units more than eight feet high.

10) Protect units with packing materials the same way they were protected while on the truck.

11) To unload lower units, repeat the unloading process described above.

12) Do not unload by hand.

C) Storage. The following procedures are recommended to prevent damage to the pipe:

1) Store the pipe at the site in unit packages.

2) Avoid compression, deformation or damage to bell ends of the pipe.

3) When unit packages are stacked, insure that the weight of upper units does not cause deformation to pipe in lower units.

4) Support pipe unit packages on wood blocking to prevent damage to the bottom surfaces during storage. Space supports to prevent pipe bending.

5) Store solvent cement in tightly sealed containers away from excessive heat.

6) Do not store pipe where gaskets may be exposed to ozone, grease or oil.

7) Protect pipe interior and sealing surfaces from dirt and foreign matter.

8) When unit packages are stacked, insure that the stack remains stable.

6.3 Trench Preparation

A) The trench bottom should provide a uniform stable support for the pipe. The soil surface at the bottom of the trench should be free of any irregularities that could cause point loads on the pipe or bell.

B) Where dewatering of the trench is necessary, water should be removed until the pipe has been installed and the backfill has been placed to a sufficient height to prevent flotation of the pipeline.

C) Where live loads are expected on the pipe, the pipe should be installed a minimum of 3 feet below the finish grade surface.

D) Where an unstable trench bottom condition occurs, special foundations may be required. A layer of sand bedding material should be placed between foundation and pipe.

E) Where rock subgrade, stones, or hardpan material larger than 1.5 inches are encountered, a minimum of 4 inches of sand bedding should be placed under the pipe above the rock.

6.4 Gasket Pipe Installation

A) When distributing pipe along a trench (stringing), place pipe on the opposite side of the trench from the spoil pile. Place pipe with bell ends in the direction of the work progress.

B) Clean the gasket area. Remove sand, dirt, grease, and debris. Do not remove gaskets from bells, removal could cause improper reinstallation.

C) Check the gasket. Make sure the gasket is seated uniformly in the groove by running a finger around the inner edge of the gasket.

D) Clean the spigot. Use a rag to wipe the spigot clean.

E) Excavate a hole for the pipe bell and lower the pipe into the trench. Lower carefully to avoid getting dirt into the bell or spigot.

F) Lubricate. Apply lubricant to the bevel of the spigot end and approximately mid-way back to the stop line. A thin layer of lubricant may be applied to the face of the gasket, but be careful not to get lubricant behind or under the gasket. Use only those lubricants supplied by PWPipe because use of other lubricants may cause deterioration of pipe or gasket.

G) Keep lubricated areas clean. If dirt or sand adheres to lubricated areas, clean and re-lubricate.
H) Assemble pipe. Insert the spigot end into the pipe until it contacts the gasket uniformly. Straight alignment is essential for ease of assembly. Apply steady pressure by hand or by mechanical means (bar and block, come-along, hydraulic jack) until the spigot slips through the gasket. Insert pipe until the stop line is flush with the bell end. Do not use a backhoe bucket for assembly, the action of the bucket can damage bells or dislodge gaskets from raceways.

I) If undue resistance to pipe insertion is encountered or if the pipe cannot be inserted to the reference mark, disassemble the joint and check the position of the gasket.
   1) If the gasket has been dislodged from the race, inspect the pipe and gasket for damage, replace damaged items, clean the components, and repeat the assembly steps, assuring straight alignment.
   2) If the gasket is still properly positioned, verify proper positioning of the reference mark. Relocate the mark if it is not correctly positioned. In general, fittings allow less pipe insertion than do pipe bells. If the pipe still cannot be inserted properly, contact the supervisor, and if needed, call the PWPipe supplier for assistance.

J) If the pipe must be field-cut, mark the entire circumference of the pipe to insure a square cut. The pipe can be cut with a hacksaw, handsaw, or power handsaw with a steel blade or abrasive disc. Bevel the cut end using a pipe beveling tool or a portable sander or abrasive disc. Round off any sharp edges on the leading edge of the bevel with a pocket knife or a file. Mark cut end with an insertion line similar to uncut pipe.

6.5 Solvent/Glue Pipe Installation
A) When distributing pipe along a trench (stringing), place pipe on the opposite side of the trench from the spoil pile. Place pipe with bell ends in the direction of the work progress. Pipe should be laid 1 day in advance.

B) Basic principles of solvent-cemented joints:
   1) The joining surfaces must be clean and dry.
   2) The joining surfaces must be softened and made semi-fluid.
   3) Sufficient cement must be applied to fill the gap between male and female ends.
   4) The assembly must be made while the surfaces are still wet and fluid.
   5) Joint strength develops as the cement dries. In the tight part of the joint, the surfaces will fuse together. And in the loose part, the cement will bond with both surfaces.
   6) Completed joints should not be disturbed until they have cured sufficiently to withstand handling.
   7) For solvent weld pipe, the manufacturer states that no horizontal or vertical deflection is permitted.

C) Selection of Solvent Cement
   1) PVC solvent cements are available in a variety of viscosities and wet film thicknesses to cover a wide range of pipe sizes, and for interference-fit joints as well as non-interference joints. The solvent cement manufacturer's recommendations should be followed for selection of proper cement.
   2) Storage. PVC solvent cements should be stored in a cool place except when actually in use at the job site. Cements have a limited shelf life when not stored in hermetically sealed containers. (Screw-top containers are not considered to be hermetically sealed.) Consult the cement manufacturer for specific recommendations on storage conditions and shelf life. The cement is unsuitable for use if it exhibits an appreciable change from the original viscosity, or if there is any sign of gelation. Do not add solvent or thinners to the cement.

D) Installation Procedure
   1) Cutting the Pipe. Cut pipe square with the axis, using a fine-tooth saw with a miter box or guide. Woodworking blades may be used. A rotary cutter may be used if the cutting blades are specifically designed for cutting plastic pipe in such a way as not to raise a ridge (flare) at the end cut of the pipe. The use of a standard rotary metal pipe cutter is not recommended.
2) Joint Preparation. Remove all burrs and break the sharp lead edges.

3) Test Dry Fit of the Joint. The solvent cement joint is designed so that there will generally be interference of pipe wall with the fitting socket before the pipe is fully inserted. Insert the pipe into the fitting and check that the interference occurs about 1/3 to 2/3 of the socket depth. Sometimes, when the pipe and fittings are at their tolerance extremes, it may be possible to fully insert the dry pipe into the fitting socket until it bottoms. If this occurs, extra care must be taken to apply sufficient cement to fill the gap between pipe and fitting in order to obtain a strong leak-free joint.

4) Cleaning. Surfaces to be joined must be cleaned and be free of dirt, moisture, oil, and other foreign material.

5) Handling Cement. Keep cement can closed and shaded when not actually in use. Discard the cement when a noticeable change in viscosity occurs, when the cement does not flow freely from the brush, or when the cement appears lumpy and stringy. Keep the brush immersed in cement between applications.

6) Application of Primer and Cement. PVC solvent cement is fast drying and therefore the cement shall be applied as quickly as possible, consistent with good workmanship. It may be necessary for two workers to perform this operation for larger sizes of pipe. Provide adequate ventilation to reduce fire hazard and to minimize breathing of vapors. Avoid contact with skin and eyes.
   a) First apply primer to the inside surface of the female end. Use a scrubbing motion to insure penetration. Repeat applications as necessary.
   b) Apply primer to the outside surface of the spigot end to the depth of insertion. Be sure that the entire surface is softened.
   c) Reapply primer to the inside surface of the female end.
   d) Immediately apply cement to the pipe spigot end.
   e) Apply a light coat of cement to the inside of the socket. To prevent solvent damage to the pipe, do not apply an excess of cement and do not apply cement to the pipe/bell transition.
   f) Apply a second coat of cement to the pipe spigot end.

7) Assembly of Joint. Immediately after applying the last coat of cement to the pipe, and while both the inside socket surface and the outside surface of the male end of the pipe are SOFT and WET with solvent cement, forcefully bottom the male end of the pipe in the socket. Turn the pipe or fitting 1/4 turn during assembly (but not after the pipe is bottomed) to distribute the cement evenly. Assembly should be completed within 20 seconds after the last application of cement.

8) If there is any sign of drying of the cement surfaces, carefully redcoat the surfaces and assemble. Care should be taken not to disturb or apply any force to previously assembled joints, which can be adversely affected by rough handling.

9) After assembly, wipe excess cement from the pipe at the end of the socket. Any gaps in the cement bead around the pipe perimeter may indicate a defective assembly.

10) Set Time. Handle the newly assembled joints carefully until after the set period as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Temperature Range (°F)</th>
<th>Minimum Set Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60 to 100</td>
<td>30 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 to 60</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 to 40</td>
<td>2 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 to 20</td>
<td>4 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11) Weather Precautions
   a) For high humidity, quick application of primer and cement is essential to minimize condensation of moisture.
b) For high temperatures, the surface temperature of PVC surfaces should not exceed 110° F at the time of assembly.

c) For low temperature below freezing, solvents penetrate the PVC surfaces more slowly than in warmer weather. Testing on scrap pipe is recommended to insure the glue will adequately bond to both surfaces.

E) General Installation Notes

1) Longitudinal Bending

a) The ability of PVC pipe to bend is a significant advantage over rigid pipes. For gasketed pipes, longitudinal bending is done deliberately during construction or may be the result of changes that occur in the pipe-soil system after construction.

b) For gasketed pipes, longitudinal bending is accomplished by axial flexure of the pipe combined with deflection of the gasketed joints:
   1. For axial flexure, the minimum bending radius is recommended to be 300 times the pipe OD.
   2. For joint deflection design purposes, joint deflection should be zero; in the field the maximum allowable joint deflection is one degree.

c) For solvent-welded pipes, longitudinal bending is accomplished solely by axial flexure of the pipe. The minimum bending radius is recommended to be 200 times the pipe OD. Bending of pipe before cement has gained sufficient strength may weaken joints.

d) Where bending is required, it should be done manually. The use of mechanical equipment may cause damage to the pipe or joining system.

2) Thermal Expansion and Contraction

All materials expand and contract with changes in temperature. Linear expansion of pipe in the longitudinal direction is dependent on:

a) Variation in temperature

b) 0.36 inch of length variation for every 100 feet of pipe for each 10° F change in temperature.

c) For gasketed joints, thermal movement is not a significant design factor as long as the pipe temperatures are kept within accepted limits for PVC pipe, and joints are properly installed with the pipe spigots inserted into the bells to the insertion line. If spigots are inserted past the insertion line, thermal expansion may cause significant stresses in the pipe bells.

d) For solvent cemented joints, thermal movement cannot be accommodated in the pipe joints. The following installation procedures are recommended (after the joints are properly cured): the pipe should be installed in straight alignment, and before backfill restricts longitudinal movement, the product temperature should be adjusted to within 15°F of operating temperature. Where the operating temperature cannot be closely controlled, the stresses resulting from extreme temperature variations must be considered in the design. The design engineer should consult guidance.

3) Ultraviolet (UV) Radiation

Like most plastics, PVC can experience degradation when exposed to UV radiation. This degradation occurs only on surfaces exposed to the sun and penetrates only about .001 inch into the pipe wall. The affected areas often turn a yellow color. When the pipe is no longer exposed to the sun, further degradation does not occur. Ultraviolet exposure does not significantly affect pipe stiffness or tensile modulus properties. However, there is a measurable reduction in values for impact strength. Although pipe may not be damaged by UV radiation, fittings could be damaged and should not be used. If it is questionable as to whether UV damage has occurred, a supervisor should be consulted. PVC pipe's high initial impact strength means that reductions in
impact properties due to UV radiation are of little concern. If good construction practice is followed in unloading, handling, and installation, pipe breakage due to impact loads will not be a problem.

4) Thrust Restraint
The large thrust forces exerted in water distribution systems require thrust restraint designed to resist test pressures as well as peak operating pressures.
   a) When concrete thrust blocks are used, the size and type of blocking must be based on the maximum thrust force expected and the load-bearing capacity of the soil.
   b) When mechanical thrust restraint devices are used, they must be a type that is specifically designed for use with PVC pipe.

6.6 Pipe Filling & Testing
A) These precautions should be followed during filling:
   1) The line should be filled slowly, with flow velocity not to exceed 2 fps (0.6 m/sec).
   2) If possible the line should be filled at its lowest point.
   3) During filling, all air should be expelled through permanent air vents at all high points. If permanent air vents are not required, the installer should install corporation stops at all high points to expel air during initial filling and during pressure testing.

B) Water pipe installations are tested for pressure and leakage. PWPipe recommends simultaneous pressure and leakage test. If the tests are to be done separately, the pressure test should be done first. It is good installation practice to test portions of a line as they are completed. Sections that fail to pass testing should be located, repaired, and retested until tests are passed. Prior to the start of testing, the following steps are required:
   1) The pipe to be tested should be backfilled to prevent movement while under test pressures.
   2) At fittings, permanent thrust restraint is required sufficient to withstand test pressures. If concrete thrust blocks are used, the concrete must be allowed to cure before testing begins.
   3) Test ends are to be capped and braced to withstand forces developed by test pressures.

6.7 Pipe Backfill & Compaction
A) The maximum earth load on flexible pipe is the weight of the material directly over the pipe (prism load). Unlike rigid pipe, the width of the excavated trench does not affect pipe loading. Trench width is based solely on practical and economical construction.
   1) Initial backfill is placed to protect the pipe from impact damage during final backfill.
   2) Since initial backfill provides little additional structural support, special compaction is not required.
   3) The material used for final backfill need not be as carefully selected as material in the embedment zone, but should not contain boulders, frozen clumps or rubble which could damage the pipe. Excavated material such as debris and removed pavement is not suitable for trench backfill.

B) Saturation. If saturation methods are used for compaction, the following recommendations should be followed:
   1) Prevent flotation of the pipeline.
   2) Do not use saturation during freezing temperatures.
   3) Exercise care to prevent erosion at pipe sides and bottom caused by water jetting.
   4) Apply only enough water to provide complete saturation.
   5) Allow each layer to dewater and solidify until it will support the weight of workers.

C) Compaction equipment
   1) Avoid contacting the pipe with compaction equipment.
   2) Do not use compaction equipment directly over the pipe until sufficient backfill has been placed to prevent damaging or disturbing the pipe.
3) Compaction. Under open fields, natural compaction should be adequate. Under improved surfaces, special compaction (as specified by the design engineer) is required.

6.8 PVC Pipeline Repair

A) Pipeline Shutdown and Access
1) If the pipeline is being used for deliveries, the system should be shutdown with an authorized from the water department. The headgate should be locked shut to prevent water from flowing into the system.
2) If the pipeline is not being used, a shutdown authorization is not required, however, the headgate should be locked shut to prevent water from flowing into the system.
3) The pipeline should be pumped dry from locations such as boxes, stands, vents. If plans show that the leak is at a low section of the pipeline or no structures exist close to the leak, it may be necessary to cut a hole in the pipeline to complete pumping.

B) Cracked Pipe Repair
1) All PVC District pipelines are 20 inches in diameter or less which requires that all repairs be made from the exterior of the pipeline. PVC pipe may be damaged due to poor backfilling operations, increased soil loading, equipment damage, etc. and should be repaired as follows:
   a) The crack/leak location should be positively identified and excavated to allow access to the entire crack.
   b) The pipe should be cleaned free of dirt or debris and should be towelled dry.
   c) A split piece of plastic having a similar diameter as the cracked pipe should be selected. The size and shape of the plastic piece should be such that the plastic will overlap the crack on all edges of at least two inches. The plastic piece should be trial fit.
   d) An epoxy cement should be selected to glue the plastic repair piece to the existing pipe. The manufacturer specifications should be consulted to determine how the surfaces should be prepared and mated. PVC pipe glue cement should not be used.
   e) The epoxy should be applied according to manufacturer specifications, the surfaces mated, and large hose clamps used to hold the mated surfaces together.
   f) The surfaces should be dried according to manufacturer specifications prior to pressurizing the pipe system.

C) Broken Pipe Section Repair
A) Broken pipe sections are normally damaged from large equipment i.e. rippers, auger holes for trees which either break through the pipe or break enough of the material so the above repair is impossible to make. If the repairs can't be made according to (A) above, the following method should be used:
   a) The broken pipe section should be positively identified and excavated. For 100 foot head PVC pipe, the pipe will be eggshaped due to the thin wall thickness. The pipe may need to be excavated in both directions so that the PVC can be reshaped circular for the future connections.
   b) The broken section of pipe should be removed so that the two remaining ends are undamaged and can be used for coupler connections.
   c) Both pipe ends should be cleaned free of and dirt or debris and should be towelled dry.
   d) A slip coupler should be primared and glued to one of the pipe ends.
   e) A full gheen coupler should be inserted over the other pipe end so that the end of the pipe and the gheen are flush.
   f) A new section of pipeline should be cut so that it fits between the two pipe ends and can be primared and glued into the slip coupler.
g) After the joint has sufficiently set, the gheen coupler should be slid back over the new pipe end and the gaskets secured on both pipe ends. After the gheen has been trial fit, it should be bolted into position.

h) Upon completion of the installation, the glued surfaces should be set according to manufacturer specifications prior to pressurizing the pipe system.

SECTION 7- GATE INSTALLATION

7.1 MID Required Gates
MID will allow installation of stainless steel canal gates as manufactured by Mechanical Associates (MA) or approved equal and hubend gates as manufactured by Fresno Valves and Castings (FV&C) which are the following:

A) MA UHO-12-SS-J-FB-Y Gate - shall be used in any open vented structure for diameters 36 inches or less and where back pressure against the gate exists. Installation shall be according to both Manufacturer and MID specifications. All gates shall be installed with a rising stem unless as otherwise directed by MID's Engineer.

B) FV&C YW Hubend Gate - shall be used in any closed pipeline application where concrete pipe shall be attached to both sides of the gate. Installation shall be according to both Manufacturer and MID specifications. All gates shall be installed with a rising stem unless as otherwise directed by MID's Engineer.

C) FV&C PW Hubend Gate - shall be used in any closed pipeline application where plastic pipe shall be attached to both sides of the gate. Installation shall be according to both Manufacturer and MID specifications. All gates shall be installed with a rising stem unless as otherwise directed by MID's Engineer.

7.2 MID Gate Specifications
All gates installed on MID facilities shall be of the type as discussed in Section 7.1. Any material required for gate refurbishing shall be obtained by Mechanical Associates or Fresno Valve and Castings.

On all gate installations, the gate wheel for Hubend and Type W gates, and gate frame, for canal gates, shall extend to approximately 36” above ground surface, or workman’s hip height.

For Hubend and Type W gates, locking tabs shall be installed on the top screw collar to allow the gate to be locked if required by MID.

7.3 MA UHO Gate Installation
A) General Notes. These gates are easily warped during installation, and the following instructions should be carefully followed for correct gate installation. These gates are accurately machined, assembled and inspected before leaving the factory. Seats are machined to make proper metal-to-metal contact. The space between the seating face was adjusted to less than four thousandths (0.004) of an inch, approximately the thickness of a sheet of paper. Since only one wedge per side is used on these models and they are relatively light, the seating faces may open up in shipment. If these installation instructions are carefully followed, the gate will operate properly.

B) Installation Instructions
1) Locate and layout horizontal and vertical center of pipe opening in the structure where the gate is to be mounted and locate the horizontal and vertical center of the gate opening on the gate frame. An alternative would be to place a piece of plywood against the gate and drill holes at the anchor hole locations. This template could then be used in the structure to mark the location of the anchor holes to be drilled in the structure.
2) Layout location of anchor holes by measuring from the horizontal and vertical centers as determined from actual measurements from the gate, or by using the template as discussed above. Mark or punch locations in the structure wall.

3) For valves 16 inches in diameter or less, drill (rotomammer) a 5/8 inch diameter by 2 inch deep hole at each marked location. For valves larger than 16 inches, drill (rotorhammer) a 7/8 inch by 2 inch deep hole. During drilling, care should be taken to keep bit perpendicular in both directions to the future gate frame.

4) Remove concrete powder from each hole and insert drop-in expansion anchors.

5) Install an all thread stud of the appropriate diameter per step (3) in each hole and tighten until the anchor is snug. Care should be taken that the stud is not overtightened or threads stripped.

6) Install one nut on each thread and run each nut until the nut is approximately 1 inch from the wall or structure.

7) Install, dry fit, valve onto the anchored all thread studs and install a nut on each thread so that a nut is behind and in front of the gate at each stud. Adjust, plumb, the valve by loosening and tightening the required nuts so that the gate vertically true and verify by using a carpenters level.

8) Before removing the gate, mark any exposed threaded stud beyond the nut so it may be removed before the valve is reinstalled.

9) Remove the outside nuts and valve and leave the inside nuts at the location where the gate was plumbed per step 7. Wire brush the surface between and around the studs and also the mating concrete surface where the gate will be mounted to insure a clean bondable surface.

10) Remove any excess threaded stud material before reinstalling the gate and chase and deburr the studs before installing the gate.

11) Reinstall the valve and tighten the bolts so that the seal is compressed snugly to the concrete surface

12) Open the gate to check for a smooth transition from the inside of the valve to the face of pipe using mastic if necessary.

13) If the gate frame or stem is longer than 4 feet, support anchors/bracing should be installed 12 inches below the top of structure to prevent the gate from swaying.

7.4 FV&C Type YW & PW Hubend Gate Installation

A) General Notes

All hubend gate housings are cast, and therefore, caution should be used during transport and installation to insure that the housing does not crack. All gates shall be installed in protector/access stands which will allow access to the gate for maintenance and protection against equipment damage.

During opening and closing of any hubend gate, it is likely that air will be trapped on either side of the gate so vents should be installed on both sides of the gate, and if PVC pipe is used, prefabricated tees will be required for all vents.

B) Installation Instructions

1) The gate location should be located by verifying stationing on the pipeline plans or by location by MID's surveyor. The location should be excavated to a minimum of 12" below the pipe flow line to allow for construction of a support pad and the gate housing below the pipe flow line.

2) The pad location should be compacted and prepared per Section 1.

3) The pad shall contain reinforcement consisting of #4 rebar on twelve inch centers in perpendicular directions. The reinforcement shall be placed and tied on mortar blocks so that the reinforcement is elevated above the bottom of trench a minimum of three inches.
4) All surfaces against which concrete is to be placed shall be free from standing water, mud, and debris and shall be firm enough to prevent contamination of the concrete by earth or other foreign material. At the time of concrete placement, all soil adjacent to the pipe shall be sufficiently wet so that it does not absorb water from the concrete or expand upon additional wetting.

5) The base shall be constructed in one placement. The concrete shall be rammed and tamped until it has been consolidated to the maximum practicable density and properly conforms against the reinforcement. The concrete shall be trowelled to provide a smooth and level surface for gate and protector stand installation.

6) The pipe that the gate is to be installed on should be installed and verified that the grade and elevation is per plan. For concrete pipe, the pipe face should end at the gate location. For PVC pipe, the pipe face should be cut 5 feet short to allow for installation of the prefabricated tee and PVC vent.

7) For PVC pipe, the prefabricated tee should be installed and a short piece of PVC pipe installed so that the gate is installed at the correct location.

8) The gate should be trial fit to verify that the gate slides over the pipe O.D., is supported by the pad, and that the wheel extends approximately 2-3 feet above surrounding grade.

9) During the trial fit, the gate should be checked insure the gate is vertically true in the direction of the pipe and perpendicular to the pipe. When this is established, alignment marks should be put on the gate and on the pipe which can be aligned when the gate is cemented to the pipe.

10) The pipe should be wire brushed clean if concrete and primer used for plastic. To provide the best bond, epoxy should be applied to the gate and pipe so when the two are joined epoxy flows and fills the gate insert for the pipe. The gate should then be secured to pipe to allow adequate drying of the epoxy.

11) After the pipe and gate are bonded, the pipe and vents can be installed on the opposite side of the gate in reverse order as described above.

12) Based on the pipe diameter, holes should be cut in the protector stand pipe so that holes will straddle the pipe when installed. The stand pipe should be placed on the pad and should not be grouted to the pad or pipe which will allow the stand to drain. The pipe stand should be installed so that the top finish elevation is approximately 2-3 feet above surrounding grade.

13) The stand should be backfilled with clean sand up to the bottom of the split bell housing which will allow for removal of the gate shudder for maintenance or repair purposes.

14) A bolt down expanded metal cover should be installed per MID specifications on stand. The cover should also include support brackets to prevent the lid from concaving and also provide support for the rising stem to prevent it from wobbling.

15) Depending on the stand diameter, the vents should either be installed inside the stand, however, in most situations, the vents will be outside of the stand and should be secured to the stand with metal brackets.

7.5 Maintenance and Replacement

A) Maintenance. All MID gates will require some periodic maintenance which should be performed according to the following:

1) Exposed non-operating surfaces that are not galvanized should be coated with a water proof paint designed to withstand the operating conditions prevailing at the particular installation.

2) FV&C 101C gate rails and Type W Stems should be replaced with new galvanized material if the rails or stems are damaged, rusted, or if the gate is removed from a structure and replacement is considered to be proactive maintenance.
3) If material is required which requires purchases from the manufacturer, a material request from shall be written and submitted to the supervisor.

4) All gates shall be operated with a dry stem except for gates which have not been operated for a period of time. In cases where lubricant is needed for gate operation, a silicon spray shall be used-which will prevent the accumulation of dirt, dust, and debris on the stem. B) Replacement. In situations where repair of a gate will require several new parts, i.e. shudder, rails, stem, etc., it may be less costly to purchase and install a new gate rather than paying for new parts and labor to reconstruct the gate. If a repair fits this category, the supervisor should be contacted to confirm the purchase and installation of a new gate. If a new gate is installed, the old gate should be disassembled and all parts which are in good condition salvaged.

SECTION 8- OSHA REQUIREMENTS

A) CAL-OSHA safety requirements shall be in effect during all construction. Special safety precautions shall be taken when working in the vicinity of gas, oil, and/or electrical lines.

B) It is the responsibility of the contractor to comply with California Government Code 4216, as applicable.

C) To obtain an Underground Service Alert (USA) Identification Number, Call (800) 227-2600 at least two working days before digging underground.

D) All excavations and shoring requirements shall conform to OSHA Code 1541.1, Requirements for Protective Systems.

E) Excavation Limits. An excavation shall be protected from cave-ins by an adequate protective system which shall have the capacity to resist without failure all loads that are intended or could reasonably expected to be applied to the protective system except if the one of the following conditions is met:
   1) The excavation is made in entirely stable rock.
   2) The excavation is less than 5 feet in depth and examination of the ground provides no indication of potential cave-ins.
   3) The excavation is sloped at an angle not steeper than 1.5:1 horizontal vertical or 34 degrees measured upwards from the horizontal. If the excavation has steeper angles, it may be necessary to construct slopes and benches to avoid potential cave-ins.

F) Sloping and Benching. Sloping and Benching shall be required to prevent cave-ins in excavations where soils show evidence of distress as evidenced by development of fissures in the face or adjacent to the excavation, the subsidence of the edge of excavation, the slumping of material from the face or the bulging or heaving of material from the bottom of the excavation, the spalling of material from the face of excavation, or material suddenly separating from the face of an excavation. If the excavation appears to be distressed, a supervisor should be consulted, and if necessary, an engineering plan designed for the excavation.

G) Timber and/or Metal Shoring. The OSHA Code for this section should be used which provides specific shoring plans based on depths and types of soil.

SECTION 9- DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES AND REQUIREMENTS

9.1 Development Procedure Involving Urban, Commercial, and Industrial Development
In an effort to protect the interests of, and reduce future liability to, Madera Irrigation District (District), the following procedures and requirements have been established.

When properties adjacent to, or potentially impacted by, canals or pipelines owned by the District are proposed for urban, commercial, or industrial development, every effort will be made to ensure the
future safe and efficient operation of the District's distribution system. The District will consider development proposals and may request that the approving agency impose certain requirements to mitigate or eliminate the impacts on District facilities and constituents. The imposition of any requirements, conditions, or specifications on any proposed development will be based on one or more of the following reasons:

1. The District incurs greater liability from improvements adjacent to its facilities. Should an open canal or pipeline break or overtop, homes, yards, and streets would be flooded where pasture/vacant land existed in the past. Damage from flooding to pasture/vacant land is typically minimal, while damage to residential areas could quickly result in claims of many thousands of dollars. The greater liability and increased costs arise only because development is encroaching upon lands where the District has historically operated its facilities.

2. The District's maintenance and associated costs will be increased. As open canals naturally move over time, prescriptive easements move along with them. Thus, the District is only required to occasionally spray for weeds and maintain a drivable bank. Open canals which traverse through documented easements, on the other hand, require a higher level of maintenance, such as repairing natural erosion to the inside of the banks, in order to keep the canal within the documented easement while still allowing room for workers and equipment to access the canal. When considered with the additional maintenance due to greater liability, the increase in cost can be significant.

In locations where pipelines exist, the impact from adjacent development can cause significant impact, requiring additional maintenance. The difficulty in accessing pipelines in developed areas further increases the cost.

3. General canal safety will be improved. It is the District's experience that the number of children playing in or near open canals increases with new developments that are built adjacent to or near the District's facilities. Not only will required lining or piping of the canal help to control the District's maintenance and associated costs, it will also greatly increase the safety of all persons that new development will bring into the area. Should a person accidentally fall into an unlined canal, it would be difficult, at best, for the person to extricate himself or herself from the canal. Canal banks are inherently muddy and slippery, usually with no readily available handholds or footholds. Lining of canals eliminates this condition in the areas where lining is placed. The District requires ladders to be built into the lining at both ends, thus providing relatively ease places at which persons may rescue themselves.

Therefore, to mitigate impacts and properly allocate the burdens associated with development, the following process shall be implemented:

1. The owner/developer will submit to the appropriate governmental agency (i.e., City of Madera, County of Madera) a request to develop the particular parcel. Notification of the proposed development will be made to the District by the permitting agency. The District will review the project to determine if there are any impacts to the District's distribution system or natural waterways used by the District to convey irrigation water and notify the appropriate agency.

2. Preliminary briefing meeting(s) shall be held between the owner/developer and the owner/developer's architect and/or engineer to discuss the pertinent factors concerning the feasible and rational alternatives concerning the development. These meetings could include District staff to assist in providing acceptable alternatives for incorporating District facilities into a development to meet the needs of the owner/developer and the District.

3. Preliminary design meetings shall be held between the owner/developer, the owner/developer's architect and/or engineer, and District staff to outline District procedures and policies which may pertain to the project. Based on a risk analysis by the District Engineer, replacement of the existing pipelines or piping/lining of open canals may be required. During the course of these meetings, the District will need adequate time to analyze the impact on the affected facility based on system demands and any proposed relocation to accommodate the development. After the facility has been analyzed, the required easement can be determined according to MID Standard Specifications and Drawings, which the owner/developer and the owner/developer's architect and/or engineer will need to incorporate into the development. If replacement of existing pipelines or piping/lining of open canals is required, the following conditions will apply:
A) **Repiping of Existing Pipelines:** Many of the District’s existing pipelines are of older pipe that will not hold up to the impacts associated with development and surrounding construction activity. If this is deemed to be the case, the pipeline shall be replaced with a new pipeline. All current District Standard Specifications and Drawings dealing with piping shall apply.

B) **Piping of Open Canal:** If the canal is of a capacity which can be accommodated by a pipeline having an inside diameter of 84 inches or less, the canal shall be piped. Under certain circumstances, the District may elect to participate in piping a canal with a capacity requiring an inside diameter in excess of 84 inches. All short runs of open canal created from the relocation of canal shall be piped. All current District Standard Specifications and Drawings dealing with piping shall apply.

C) **Parcel Splits:** in the event development requires District parcels with existing turnouts to be split, new turnouts shall be constructed to serve split parcels. All current District Standard Specifications and Drawings dealing with piping shall apply.

4. At such time as the owner/developer, the owner/developer's architect and/or engineer, and District staff have agreed upon a preliminary development plan and District facility plan, the following items should be submitted to the District:

   A) Fees according to the District’s project agreement and/or current fee schedule.
   B) Preliminary title report which shows current ownership and property description.
   C) Cost estimate for all work proposed on the District’s facility prepared by a registered engineer.
   D) Legal description of property and pipeline easement on 8”x11” paper that is preapproved by the District and prepared by a registered land surveyor.
   E) A recordable 8”x11” drawing of the new easement prepared by a registered engineer or surveyor.
   F) A copy of any applicable design drawings, tract map, parcel map, site plan, street plan, etc. for review and approval by the District.

5. District staff will review and comment on the plans, easements, estimates, etc. for the project. Timing of the District review and approval will be dependent upon staff workload and the size of the project.

6. District staff will prepare the requirements for the development dependent on staff workload and the size of the project.

7. After the necessary agreements and requirements have been signed and recorded, the District's Engineer will sign all construction plans related to the relocation of the District's facility, and the owner/developer will be authorized to begin construction on the District facility.

8. The owner/developer's contractor shall contact the District and shall secure a permit prior to commencement of work, which shall include the contractor's construction schedule.

9. After the contractor has completed all work, the District will make a final inspection of the project and accept the project if all work has been completed in accordance with approved plans. The owner/subdivider shall provide the District with the following:
   
   a. Maintenance bond guaranteeing maintenance of the facility and appurtenances for a one year period following the date of acceptance.
   b. A policy of title insurance guaranteeing the facility easement and proper title to the District.

10. Following the one year maintenance period, the District will release the maintenance bond provided all necessary maintenance has been completed. From that point on, the District will maintain the facility.

11. The development agreements referenced hereinabove are limited to a maximum of one year. Extension of development agreements may be given in periods of up to one year. Extension of an agreement will require a review of both design drawings and the existing agreement to ensure that all terms and conditions are consistent with current MID Standard Specifications and Drawings. A fee for extension of an agreement will be charged as required.
SECTION 10- GENERAL ENGINEERING & MAINTENANCE CONCEPTS & PROCEDURES

10.1 Engineering Concepts

A) Private vs. MID Facility Determination. Engineering department has prepared and continues to update service area and facility maps which show which pipe/canal facilities are owned, operated, and maintained by the District and which facilities are private. If work is requested or ordered on facility which could be private, a supervisor should be called to the location to verify who owns the facility, and if necessary, engineering should be contacted to verify ownership.

B) Road Closures, Culvert Replacements within Road Right-of-Ways, Compaction Tests. The District is continually working with other street maintaining agencies to replace and upgrade existing culverts which benefits both the District and the street agency. In all cases, ASTM C-361 pipe will be used and is purchased and delivered by the street maintaining agency. The District will use its forces to install and backfill the pipeline. A typical road crossing will consist of the following steps:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Agency</th>
<th>Work Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Engineering investigation of existing utilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Street Maintaining Agency issuance of a no-fee permit to the District.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>USA Check of Utilities within the culvert replacement relocation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Removal of the existing culvert.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Purchase and delivery of new pipe by street maintaining agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Installation of pipe by District.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>District</td>
<td>Backfill and compaction of pipeline by District.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Compaction test completed by street maintaining agency.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Street</td>
<td>Repaying of road by street maintaining agency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C) Plan Review. Prior to the start of any project, the plans should be reviewed on site by the crew leader and engineer, and between the crew leader and crew to assign specific tasks and a daily work schedule. The plans should accurately show all project features and the scope of the proposed work. However, items such as turnout tailpipe or pipe flow lines at outlets may not be exactly as shown on the plans since these items are not potholed prior to start of work. If discrepancies exist between field conditions and plans, a supervisor and engineer should be contacted to discuss various options.

D) The signature of the MID Engineer on drawings constitutes District approval of the same as to the engineering aspects thereof and does not authorize, expressly or implicitly the construction of any aspect hereof or the interference with any property, equipment, or interest of MID. No such construction or interference shall occur until the District has obtained, by separate agreement such agreements as MID deems necessary for the protection of its facilities.

E) All work to MID facilities and/or within the MID right-of-way requires an approved license agreement (encroachment permit) prior to the start of any construction.

F) Landowner/developer/contractor responsible for improvements over MID facilities agrees to assume sole responsibility for the job site conditions during the course of construction of the project, including safety of all persons and property. This requirement shall apply continuously and not be limited to normal working hours.

G) All construction within the MID right-of-way shall be done in accordance with the approved drawings and the current edition of the MID Specifications and Drawings, and Caltrans Standard Specifications. In the event of conflict, the more stringent requirements shall apply.

H) Where the plans or specifications describe portions of the work in general terms, but not in complete detail, it is understood that only the best general practice is to prevail and that only materials and workmanship of the first quality are to be use.
I) The District will not be responsible for the, or liable for, unauthorized changes to or uses of the plans. All changes to the plans must be obtained in writing and must be approved by the preparer of the plans.

J) MID Standard Details may require modifications based on found field conditions. Such modifications shall be reviewed and approved by the District Engineer.

K) Construction within the MID right-of-way will not be allowed during the irrigation season. The start and end of the irrigation season varies annually (typically March to October).

L) The Contractor shall provide an alternate storm water reroute during construction unless determined otherwise by the District Engineer.

M) Contact the MID Engineering Department at least two working days prior to any construction and/or necessary inspections. Work within the MID right-of-way shall proceed in a continuous manner once started. The District Engineer shall be notified of any work stoppages. Whenever work is to restart, the District Engineer shall also be contacted a minimum of two working days prior to all construction scheduled on a holiday or weekend. MID phone (559) 673-3514.

N) The Contractor shall be required to have a pre-construction conference with the MID Engineering Department, prior to starting any work within the MID right-of-way.

O) A set of approved plans and/or encroachment permit shall be on the job site at all times during construction.

P) Any damages to MID facilities during construction shall be repaired or replaced in a manner approved by the District Engineer at the sole cost of the Contractor.

Q) Change Orders. From time to time, it may be necessary to change the work as designed on the plans to simplify construction or complete aspects of the project in less time. If change orders are needed, the engineer for the project shall be consulted, a revised plan/detail drawn and signed by the District Engineer, and the change order delivered to the field. No changes shall be made in the field unless this process is followed.

R) As-Built Changes. It shall be the responsibility of the crew leader and crew to make as-built changes on the plans which show utilities, District facilities, or other items which exist or are installed differently in the field than shown on the project plans. Also, the crew leader should be notifying his supervisor daily of any as-built changes so those changes can be related to engineering. Any work shall not be deemed complete until the MID Engineering Department has been provided with a set of As-built plans in AutoCAD (.dwg) and hard copy formats.

S) Utilities Affecting MID Facility and USA Checks. For each pipeline and/or canal, the District has either a prescriptive easement or a recorded easement which requires that public utilities or other private facilities have a permit from the District. The District's permit clearly states that the District has the right to request that these utilities/facilities be removed/relocated if they impact repair, replacement, or installation of District facilities. If it appears that a conflict may exist between District facilities and other facilities, engineering should be contacted to verify a permit is on file and to make contact with the other agency/party. Prior to the start of any work which will require excavating, USA should be contacted and facilities marked which may be in the immediate area of work.

T) Work within Road Rights-of-Ways. Most District facilities were constructed and/or installed prior to most road rights-of-ways, and according to California Water Code Section 7034 and 7035, the street maintaining agency is responsible for maintenance, replacement, and repair of the facility within the road right-of-way. The District under these codes is still responsible for keeping the facilities clean of trash, debris, and sand. If work is requested near a road right-of-way, engineering should be contacted to stake the limits of the road right-of-way. If the requested work is within the road right-of-way, engineering will contact the street maintaining agency and coordinate with that agency to have the work completed.

U) Survey Information & Stake Preservation. For structure and pipeline installation, line and grade are usually established by control points consisting of stakes, spikes, or shiners set at the ground surface and offset from the proposed centerline of the structure or pipe. When stakes are
established at the surface, batter boards, tape and level, or other instruments are used to transfer line and grade to the trench bottom. Regardless, the basic procedures include:

1) Stakes, spikes, plugs or shiners are driven flush with the ground surface, at 25 to 100 foot intervals for straight alignment and at shorter intervals for curved alignment.

2) Control points are offset 10 feet, or some other convenient distance, on the opposite side of the trench from which excavated material will be placed.

3) Control point elevations are determined, and the depth from the control point to the trench bottom or pipe invert is indicated on a guard stake next to the control point.

After the stakes are placed, care should be taken not to disturb the stakes until the pipe and/or structure referenced by that stake is completed. If the stake is disturbed, the stake should be replaced by the surveyor.

10.2 Standard Easement Width for Open Canals and Pipelines

An act to add Section 22438 to the Water Code, relating to irrigation districts.

Approved by the Governor on July 5, 1989.

Filed with the Secretary of State July 5, 1989.

LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL’S DIGEST

Senate Bill SB 891, Vuich. Irrigation Districts: canal easements.

Under existing law, an irrigation district may acquire by any means any property or interest in property to carry out its purposes.

This bill would declare that whenever any irrigation district is the owner of an easement for an open canal for the transportation of water across lands not owned by it, other than as specified, the district shall have a secondary easement on each side of the open canal for the maintenance, repair, cleaning, operation, and control of the open canal, as prescribed, and would specify related matters.

The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 22438 is added to the Water Code, to read:

22438. (a) Whenever any district is the owner of an easement for an open canal for the transportation of water across lands not owned by it, other than an easement evidenced by a written grant or judgement providing a legal description of the easement, the district shall have a secondary easement on each side of the open canal for the maintenance, repair, cleaning, operation, and control of the open canal and such other use thereof as may be reasonably be required by the district in exercising those rights and in the maintenance, repair, cleaning, and operation of that easement and open canal with equipment owned by or available to the district for that use at the time the rights are exercised. The duration of the secondary easement shall be for so long as the district, or its successors or assigns, continues to own the open canal easement regardless of what use has or has not been made of the secondary easement.

(b) The owner of the land upon which a secondary easement is located, or any lessee of the land, shall have the right to use the surface of the land upon which the secondary easement is located for his or her own purposes to the extent that the use does not unreasonably interfere with the district's ownership or use of the secondary easement, or upon the open canal easement. Any encroachment or obstruction placed or permitted upon the secondary easement by the owner of the land or any lessee of the land, which unreasonably interferes with the secondary easement or the open canal easement, may be removed by the district at the owner's or lessee's expense, or by legal action filed by the district.
(c) This section shall not be construed to limit the right of a district or of any person to acquire any easement by prescriptive or condemnation or to enter into a written agreement concerning an easement or secondary easement upon such terms as are agreed upon upon the parties.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

The following requirements are to provide a guideline for establishing adequate right-of-way widths for canals and ditches owned, operated, and maintained by the Madera Irrigation District. Any extraordinary conditions, circumstances, misunderstandings, failure or refusal of a property owner to accept or comply with the general requirements described below should be brought to the immediate attention of the General Manager.

1. When establishing top of bank width required for operation and maintenance purposes, some existing top of bank widths may be more than required by the District, but in most cases, will be less. Therefore, the right-of-way line should be established in accordance with the requirements for future improvements, operations, and maintenance of the canal.

2. To determine the requirements for top of bank widths, canals and ditches shall be classified into two different categories. First, canals with banks which are not more than one foot (1.0') above the surrounding ground level will be classified in a "cut" category. Second, canals with banks which are more than one foot (1.0') above the adjacent ground level will be classified as "fill".

3. Required top of bank widths shall be measured on a level plane from the inside edge of the canal or ditch bank.

4. Canals with capacity of 50 CFS or more:
   a) Canals which are in a "cut" or at grade shall require a top of bank width no less than twenty feet (20') wide.
   b) Canals which are in a "fill" shall require a top of bank width of no less than fifteen feet (15') plus one and one-half feet (1.5') for each vertical foot outside of the bank slope plus and an additional two feet (2') to establish the right-of-way line beyond the outside toe of the canal bank. Easement width will be as required or no less than twenty feet (20') from the top inside bank to Right of Way line.

5. Canals with a capacity of less than 50 CFS:
   a) Canals which are in a "cut" shall require a top of bank width no less than fifteen feet (15') wide.
   b) Canals which are in a "fill" shall require a top of bank width of no less than twelve feet (12') plus one and one-half feet (1.5') for each vertical foot outside of the bank slope. Plus an additional two feet (2.0') to establish the right of way line beyond the outside toe of the canal.

6. Canals with a capacity of less than 50 CFS: (Alternate):
   a) Canals which are in a "cut" shall require a top of bank width no less than fifteen feet (15') wide.
   b) Canals which are in a "fill" shall require a top of bank width of no less than four feet (4') plus four feet (4.0') for each vertical foot outside of the bank slope.
   c) On smaller sloper type ditches, it may be necessary to resort to access along and outside the ditch, but in all cases the requirements should be established to prevent encroachments on the right-of-way.
   d) The alternate section cannot be used if the overall width exceeds the standard width and is permitted only when the District operations and maintenance functions do not require a standard road right of way.

The following shall be used by staff in the determination and acquisition of new pipeline easement widths:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Pipe</th>
<th>Easement Width for Dia. ≤ 24” I.D.</th>
<th>Easement Width for 24”&lt; Dia. ≤ 36” I.D.</th>
<th>Easement Width for 36” &lt; Dia. &lt; 54” I.D.</th>
<th>Easement Width for 54” ≤ Dia. ≤ 72” ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVC (SDR41, PIP)</td>
<td>20 feet</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGRCP (C-361)</td>
<td>20 feet</td>
<td>30 feet</td>
<td>40 feet</td>
<td>50 feet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. Width Adjacent to Right-of-Way</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional width required for second pipeline</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where the pipeline easement will be contiguous and parallel to a joint use right-of-way such as a "local" public street right-of-way or a "rural" road with a right-of-way 60 feet or less, the required easement may be reduced if the street maintaining agency allows the District to perform maintenance using a portion of the road right-of-way. On any street or rural road where curbside parking will be permitted by the street maintaining agency, the easement width may be reduced.

The easement width may not be reduced for controlled access streets designated as freeways, expressways, super arterials, arterials, collectors, or landscaped drives. No easement reduction will permitted adjacent to turn lanes or bus stops or other locations posted to prohibit stopping or parking without special provision for maintenance access. Written evidence may be required from the street maintaining agency showing that the predetermined easement width reduction can be satisfied.

Where public utility easements or landscape easements will overlap the District's pipeline easement, regardless of pipeline diameter, the required pipeline easement width shall be increased as necessary so that fifty percent (50%) of the required easement width is free from overlapping utilities. The District may waive this easement requirement for landscape easements if the District can be assured the landscaping will not impact the pipeline.

The required easement for pipelines greater than 72” internal diameter shall be determined on a case-by-case basis.

All easements must provide a minimum turning radius for WB-67 (45’ minimum).

### 10.3 Automation and Supervisory Control and Data Acquisision (SCADA) Notes

**A)** All automation and SCADA facilities shall comply with the MID Standard Specifications and Drawings

**B)** MID's standard control gates for canals and pipelines in outlet structures shall be solar powered, automatic and capable of remote control. Gates shall be Slipmeter, Slipgate, Flumegate, as manufactured by Rubicon Water, or equivalent.

**C)** All new automated gates shall be outfitted with 450Mhz radios as manufactured by Viper, or equivalent.

**D)** All new trash screens shall be automated inline trash screens using solar panels or overhead electrical power, as manufactured by Aqua Systems 2000 or approved equivalent.

**E)** Protection for automated gates and trash screens shall be provided with chain link fencing per MID Standard Specifications and Drawings.
C-1 General Notes For Irrigation Works
C-2 District Canal Right of Way Requirements
C-3 Canal Freeboard Requirements
C-4 Typical Cross Section for Concrete Lining
F-1 6' Chain Link Fence Gate Detail
F-2 Vehicle Access Gate
F-3 Guardrails
F-4 Access/Safety Ladder Detail
F-5 Step Ladder Concrete Structures
M-1 Meter Box Detail
M-2 Meter Options for Offset Pump Stand
M-3 Magnetic Meter Standard Detail
O-1 Canal Slide Gate
O-2 Flume Gate
O-3 In-line Gate with Access Stand for Concrete Pipe
O-4 Automated Inline Trash Screen Detail
P-1 Pipeline Trench Backfill Detail
P-2 Concrete Collar Detail
P-3 Reinforced Concrete Collar
P-4 PVC Repair Detail
P-5 Air Vent Detail With Optional Offset
S-1 Pressure Manhole (12” through 84” Pipe)
S-2 Pressure Eccentric Manhole (12” through 84” Pipe)
S-3 Pressure Manhole Detail Collar with Pipe Vent
S-4 Pressure Manhole Base Detail
S-5 Back Up Structure with Baffle Wall
S-6 Bar Grating Metal Cover
S-7 Board Slot Detail
S-8 Construction Joint Detail Wall to Floor
S-9 Pipe Surge Chamber with Concrete Lid
S-10 Pipe Surge Chamber with Steel Lid
S-11 Gate/Surge Chamber Stand
S-12 Upright Delivery Structure
U-1 Utility Crossing Open Cut Details
U-2 Utility Crossing Boring Details
U-3 Utility Crossing Marker Detail
GENERAL NOTES:

1. THE SIGNATURE OF THE MADERA IRRIGATION DISTRICT (MID) ON DRAWINGS CONSTITUTES MID’S APPROVAL OF THE SAME AS TO THE ENGINEERING ASPECTS THEREOF ONLY AND DOES NOT AUTHORIZE, EXPRESSLY OR IMPLICITLY THE CONSTRUCTION OF ANY ASPECT HEREOF OR THE INTERFERENCE WITH ANY PROPERTY, EQUIPMENT, OR INTEREST OF THE MID. NO SUCH CONSTRUCTION OR INTERFERENCE SHALL OCCUR UNTIL THE MID HAS OBTAINED, BY SEPARATE AGREEMENT SUCH AGREEMENTS AS MID DEEMS NECESSARY FOR THE PROTECTION OF ITS FACILITIES.

2. ALL WORK TO MID FACILITIES AND/OR WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY REQUIRES AN APPROVED ENCROACHMENT PERMIT PRIOR TO THE START OF ANY CONSTRUCTION.

3. LANDOWNER/DEVELOPER/CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBLE FOR IMPROVEMENTS OVER MID FACILITIES AGREES TO ASSUME SOLE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE JOB SITE CONDITIONS DURING THE COURSE OF CONSTRUCTION OF THE PROJECT, INCLUDING SAFETY OF ALL PERSONS AND PROPERTY. THIS REQUIREMENT SHALL APPLY CONTINUOUSLY AND NOT BE LIMITED TO NORMAL WORKING HOURS.

4. ALL CONSTRUCTION WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY SHALL BE DONE IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE APPROVED DRAWINGS AND THE CURRENT EDITION OF MID STANDARDS, CALTRANS STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS, AND/OR UNITED STATES BUREAU OF RECLAMATION STANDARDS AS APPLICABLE.

5. WHERE THE PLANS OR SPECIFICATIONS DESCRIBE PORTIONS OF THE WORK IN GENERAL TERMS BUT NOT IN COMPLETE DETAIL, IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT ONLY THE BEST GENERAL PRACTICE IS TO PREVAIL AND THAT ONLY MATERIALS AND WORKMANNSHIP OF THE FIRST QUALITY ARE TO BE USED.

6. MID WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR, OR LIABLE FOR, UNAUTHORIZED CHANGES TO OR USES OF THE PLANS. ALL CHANGES TO THE PLANS MUST BE OBTAINED IN WRITING AND MUST BE APPROVED BY THE PREPARATOR OF THE PLANS.

7. MID STANDARD DETAILS MAY REQUIRE MODIFICATIONS BASED ON FOUND FIELD CONDITIONS SUCH MODIFICATIONS SHALL BE REVIEWED AND APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

8. CONSTRUCTION WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY WILL NOT BE ALLOWED DURING THE IRRIGATION SEASON. THE START AND END OF THE IRRIGATION SEASON VARIES ANNUALLY (TYPICALLY MARCH TO OCTOBER).

9. CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AN ALTERNATE STORM WATER REROUTE DURING CONSTRUCTION UNLESS DETERMINED OTHERWISE BY THE MID ENGINEER.

10. CAL-OSHA SAFETY REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE IN EFFECT DURING ALL CONSTRUCTION. SPECIAL SAFETY PRECAUTIONS SHALL BE TAKEN WHEN WORKING IN THE VICINITY OF GAS, OIL, OR ELECTRICAL LINES.

11. IT IS THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE CONTRACTOR TO COMPLY WITH CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT CODE 4216, AS APPLICABLE. TO OBTAIN AN UNDERGROUND SERVICE ALERT (USA) IDENTIFICATION NUMBER, CALL (800) 227-2600 AT LEAST TWO WORKING DAYS BEFORE DIGGING UNDERGROUND.

12. CONTACT THE MADERA IRRIGATION DISTRICT ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT AT LEAST TWO WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO ANY CONSTRUCTION AND/OR NECESSARY INSPECTIONS. WORK WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY SHALL PROCEED IN A CONTINUOUS MANNER ONCE STARTED. THE MID ENGINEER SHALL BE NOTIFIED OF ANY WORK SToppages. Whenever work is to restart, the mid engineer shall require an additional two working days notice, the mid engineer shall also be contacted a minimum of two working days prior to all construction scheduled on a holiday or weekend. Phone: (559) 673-3514.

13. CONTRACTOR SHALL BE REQUIRED TO HAVE A PRE-CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE WITH THE MID INSPECTOR, PRIOR TO STARTING ANY WORK WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY.

14. CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT AND INSPECTION TO BE PROVIDED BY THE MID. A SET OF APPROVED PLANS SHALL BE ON THE JOB SITE AT ALL TIMES DURING CONSTRUCTION.

15. EARTH FILL AND SUBGRADE SHALL BE COMPACTED TO A MINIMUM 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION (ASTM D-1557) WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY, UNLESS DETERMINED OTHERWISE BY THE MID ENGINEER.

16. ANY DAMAGES TO MID FACILITIES DURING CONSTRUCTION SHALL BE REPAIRED OR REPLACED IN A MANNER APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER AT THE SOLE COST OF THE CONTRACTOR.
17. ANY WORK WITHIN THE MID RIGHT-OF-WAY SHALL NOT BE DEEMED COMPLETE UNTIL THE MID ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT HAS BEEN PROVIDED WITH A SET OF AS-BUILT PLANS IN AUTOCAD AND HARD COPY FORMATS.

AUTOMATION AND SUPERVISORY CONTROL AND DATA ACQUISITION (SCADA) NOTES:

1. MID’S STANDARD CONTROL GATES FOR CANALS AND PIPELINES SHALL BE SOLAR POWERED, AUTOMATIC AND CAPABLE OF REMOTE CONTROL. GATES SHALL BE SLIPMETER, SLIPGATE, FLUMEGATE, AS MANUFACTURED BY RUBICON WATER, OR EQUIVALENT. ALL NEW CONTROL GATES SHALL BE OUTFITTED WITH 450MHZ RADIOS AS MANUFACTURED BY VIPER, 173MHZ RADIOS AS MANUFACTURED BY GUARDIAN, OR EQUIVALENT. RADIOS SHALL COMMUNICATE WITH AND BE INTEGRATED INTO THE DISTRICT’S SCADA SYSTEM.

2. ALL NEW TRASH SCREENS SHALL BE AUTOMATIC AS MANUFACTURED BY AQUA SYSTEMS 2000, INTERNATIONAL WATER SCREENS, OR EQUIVALENT.
ALTERNATE

1. ADD 2 FEET OF EMBANKMENT WIDTH TO ESTABLISH OVERALL R/W WIDTH TO ACCOMMODATE GRADER BLADE CLEARANCE.

2. THE ALTERNATE SECTION CAN NOT BE USED IF THE OVERALL WIDTH EXCEEDS THE STANDARD WIDTH AND IS PERMITTED ONLY WHEN DISTRICT OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE FUNCTIONS DO NOT REQUIRE A STANDARD ROADWAY.
MINIMUM CROSS SECTION REQUIRED ABOVE MAXIMUM HIGH WATER FOR CANAL BANK ELEVATED ABOVE ADJACENT GRADE. (SQ. FT)

FREEBOARD ABOVE MAXIMUM HIGH WATER FOR CANAL BANK SECTION BELOW ADJACENT GRADE (FT)

ELEVATION OF MAXIMUM HIGH WATER IN CANAL ABOVE SURROUNDING GRADE (FT)

APPROVED BY:

C-3

CANAL FREEBOARD REQUIREMENTS
NOTES

1. $X_1$ & $X_2$ TO BE DETERMINED BY THE FIELD CONDITIONS.
2. SOIL TO HAVE 90% COMPACTION IN FILL AREAS.

AMOUNT OF SLOPE IS DEPENDENT UPON EXISTING CANAL CONDITIONS. MAX SLOPE 1:2

6" X 6" - 10 X 10 GAUGE WIRE MESH OR REBAR EQUIVALENT AS DETERMINED BY DISTRICT
FENCING ITEMS TO BE FURNISHED AND INSTALLED

1. 4-1/2" O.D. GALVANIZED STEEL DRIVE GATE POST (10.79 LB/FT)
2. 2-7/8"Ø GALVANIZED STEEL WALK GATE POST END, ANGLE OR CORNER POST (5.79 LB/FT)
3. 2-3/8"Ø O.D. GALVANIZED STEEL LINE POST (3.65 LB/FT)
4. 2" O.D. GALVANIZED STEEL GATE FRAME (2.72 LB/FT)
5. 1-5/8"Ø O.D. GALVANIZED STEEL HORIZONTAL RAIL (2.27 LB/FT)
6. 2" X 2" MESH X 9 GAUGE GALVANIZED FENCE FABRIC WITH KNUCKLED TOP AND BOTTOM SELVAGE, FENCE FABRIC TO BE GALVANIZED BEFORE WEAVING (GBW)
7. 1/4" X 3/4" GALVANIZED STEEL STRETCHER BAR
8. 9 GAUGE (0.148"Ø) GALVANIZED STEEL TIE WIRES OR HOG RINGS AT 15" MAXIMUM SPACING, MINIMUM OF 8 TIE WIRES PER EACH 10' HORIZONTAL RAIL OR TENSION WIRE
9. 6 GAUGE (0.192"Ø) GALVANIZED STEEL POST CLIPS AT 14" MAXIMUM SPACING, MINIMUM, 3 POST CLIPS FOR EACH 4' POST, 5 POST FOR EACH 6' POST
10. GALVANIZED ADJUSTABLE TURNBUCKLE FOR 3/8" DIAMETER TRUSS ROD
11. 3/8" DIAMETER GALVANIZED STEEL ADJUSTABLE TRUSS ROD, TRUSS RODS REQUIRED FOR ALL GATE POST PANELS, END OR CORNER POST

NOTES FOR FENCING AND GATES

1. DOUBLE TRUSS RODS ARE REQUIRED IN PANELS ADJACENT TO GATE POSTS AND AT ALL FENCE CORNERS AND END PANELS.
2. ALL GATE CORNERS AND SUPPORT POINTS SHALL BE FASTENED TOGETHER WITH AND REINFORCE WITH MALLEABLE IRON FITTINGS DESIGNED FOR THAT PURPOSE. WELDED CONNECTIONS WILL NOT BE ALLOWED.
3. TACK WELD ALL GATE HINGES AND LATCH COLLARS TO POST.
4. ALL AREAS AFFECTED BY WELDING, TRIMMED ENDS OF BOLTS, STRETCHER BARS, TRUSS RODS OR ANY EXPOSED STEEL SHALL BE PAINTED (GALVANIZED).
5. PROVIDE AND INSTALL GATE HOLDBACK FOR EACH GATE.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. Gate shall have minimum height of 3.5 feet and minimum length of 16 feet. Gate may be shortened in length if site conditions warrant, as approved by the Mid Engineering Department.

2. All pipe shall be minimum standard steel pipe (Schedule 40) conforming to ASTM A-53. Minimum wall thickness for specified nominal diameters are 0.13 inches for 1 1/4 inch diameter, 0.28 inches for 6 inch diameter, and 0.32 inches for 8 inch diameter.

3. Gate shall have a minimum of 2 horizontal rails and minimum 4 vertical supports, evenly spaced.

4. Landowner shall provide lock if needed. The locks are separated and neither can be locked out by the other party.

5. Slope fencing shall be required as specified by the Mid Engineering Department.

6. All gate posts shall be cemented in place against an undisturbed soil foundation.

7. Concrete 28 day compressive strength to be minimum 3000 psi.

8. Gate and posts are to be primered and painted orange or an Mid Engineering Department approved color.

9. Gate shall be set back from all public and private road right-of-ways a minimum of 35 feet, as determined by the Mid Engineering Department.

10. Double lock option as directed by the Mid Engineering Department.

VEHICLE ACCESS GATE
TYPICAL RAILING SECTION WITH CROSS CHAINS

ANGLE MOUNT DETAIL

SQUARE PLATE MOUNT DETAIL

PLAN VIEW

SLEEVE MOUNT DETAIL

POST POCKET DETAIL

GUARDRAILS
NOTES

1. GUARDRAILS SHALL BE INCLUDED ON ALL STRUCTURES WHERE THE VERTICAL FALL DISTANCE EXCEEDS 4'. ALL PIPE FOR GUARDRAIL SHALL BE 1-1/2" NOMINAL STANDARD STEEL PIPE. ALL PIPE TO PIPE CONNECTIONS SHALL BE WELDED AND ALL EXPOSED METAL SURFACES SHALL BE GALVANIZED. WELDS SHALL BE CLEANED WITH WIRE BRUSH AND THEN PAINTED WITH ZINC RICH COLD GALVANIZING, UNLESS THE RAIL HAS BEEN HOT-DIPPED GALVANIZED.

2. THE MID RAIL SHALL BE LOCATED APPROXIMATELY HALFWAY BETWEEN THE TOP RAIL AND THE TOP OF THE WALKWAY OR HEADWALL.

3. DIMENSIONS 'A' AND 'B' TO BE DETERMINED AND SPECIFIED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

4. CHAIN SHALL BE 1/4" DIAMETER GALVANIZED COIL CHAIN. WELD CHAIN TO GUARD RAILING ON ONE SIDE AT LOCATION AS SPECIFIED ON DRAWING. ATTACH 1/4" DIAMETER "S" HOOK, OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUIVALENT, TO OPPOSITE END OF CHAIN. WELD SINGLE COIL OF CHAIN TO OPPOSITE SIDE ON GUARD RAILING FOR "S" HOOK TO HANG IN.

5. MOUNTING DETAIL METHOD IS OPTIONAL AND TO BE DETERMINED BY THE MID ENGINEER: ANGLE MOUNT, SQUARE PLATE MOUNT, SLEEVE MOUNT, OR POST POCKET.

6. 1-1/2" NOMINAL STANDARD STEEL PIPE SHALL BE WELDED TO ANGLE MOUNT PIECE. ALL PIPE AND ANGLE TO BE CLEANED AND GALVANIZED AS SPECIFIED IN NOTE 1 ABOVE.

7. MOUNT PLATE TO CONCRETE WALK OR HEADWALL WITH FOUR (4) 3/8"Ø GALVANIZED REDHEADS (4 PLCS) OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUAL.

8. 1-1/2" NOMINAL STANDARD STEEL PIPE SHALL BE WELDED TO GUARDRAIL FOOTINGS. GUARDRAIL FOOTINGS SHALL BE 2" NOMINAL STANDARD STEEL PIPE WITH THREE #4 REBAR PIECES WELDED TO THE PIPE, AND EMBEDDED IN THE CONCRETE WHEN IT IS POURED. PLACE BOTTOM OF FOOTING IN CENTER OF WALKWAY SECTION. ALL PIPE SHALL BE CLEANED AND GALVANIZED AS SPECIFIED IN NOTE 1 ABOVE.

9. 1-1/2" NOMINAL STANDARD STEEL PIPE SHALL BE EMBEDDED A MINIMUM OF 9" INTO A 4" DIAMETER POST POCKET. A ANNULUS SHALL BE PACKED WITH NON-SHRINKABLE EPOXY GROUT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIMENSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'A'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'B'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NOTES

1. STEEL COMPONENTS SHALL BE STAINLESS STEEL, HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED, OR EPOXY COATED.

2. DRILL 5/8" DIA. x 2' DEEP HOLE IN "CURED" CONCRETE (MIN. 3-7 DAYS) AND INSTALL DROP-IN ANCHOR WITH 1/2" DIA. ALL THREAD BOLTS (STAINLESS STEEL).

3. LADDERS SHALL BE PLACED ON BOTH SIDES OF THE CANAL UPHREEAD OF BRIDGES AND SYPHONS.

ANCHORS SHOWN FOR CLARITY

CENTER ANCHOR IN 2" WIDE STEEL BAR (TOP AND BOTTOM)

1'-4"

N SPACE @ 21" 1'-4"

2'-9" (MIN.)

LADDER SECTION

N LADDER SECTION

ANCHORS NOT SHOWN FOR CLARITY

ANCHOR AT CENTER OF LADDER FOR SECTION LONGER THAN 6'-3" (FOR LADDERS WITH 5 OR 7 RUNGS)

OFFSET ANCHORS 5" FROM CENTER OF LADDER

CONCRETE CANAL LINING PER MID STANDARD

LADDER DETAIL

ACCESS/SAFETY LADDER DETAIL
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DRAWN BY: AK

APPROVED BY: SMS

DATE: 7/27/2018
NOTES

1. LADDER AND HARDWARE TO BE STAINLESS STEEL, HOT DIPPED, GALVANIZED, OR EPOXY COATED.

2. ANY CHANGES OR DEVIATIONS REQUIRED BY FIELD CONDITIONS SHALL BE APPROVED BY MID INSPECTOR.

SECTION A-A

BEND TOP OF LADDER RAILS WITH 12" RADIUS, 12" ABOVE TOP OF STRUCTURE

3/4" DIA. SMOOTH STEEL ROD FOR LADDER RAILS AND RUNGS

EXISTING CONCRETE STRUCTURE WALL

WELD 2"X8"X3/16" MOUNTING PLATE TO LADDER

DRILL 5/8" DIA. X 2" DEEP HOLE IN SET CONCRETE INSTALL DROP-IN ANCHOR WITH 1/2" DIA. ALL THREAD BOLT, SECURE WITH 1/2" DIA. WASHER AND NUT

STEP LADDER FOR CONCRETE STRUCTURE

F-5
NOTE

SEE SHEET 2 FOR CONSTRUCTION NOTES.

INSTALL CANAL GATE COVER PER MID STANDARD

INSTALL AIR VENT PER MID STANDARD

EXISTING GROUND SURFACE

INSTALL BAR GRATING COVER PER MID STANDARD

SEE MID STANDARD REINFORCED CONCRETE COLLAR DETAIL (TYP.)

WATERSTOP BY SWELLSTOP OR APPROVED EQUAL (TYP.)

PLAN

PVC TEE OR SADDLE TAP CONNECTION

FLOW

INSTALL CANAL GATE COVER PER MID STANDARD

INSTALL AIR VENT PER MID STANDARD

BOLT IN-LINE GATE TO COVER ANGLE PER MID INSPECTOR

METER TO BE INSTALLED BY MID ENGINEERING

FIRST COURSE HORIZ. & VERT. #4 REBAR TO BE 6" FROM #5 REBAR HOOP (TYP.)

#5 REBAR HOOP AROUND CIRCUMFERENCE OF PIPE (TYP.)

FLOW

SECTION A-A

WATERSTOP BY SWELLSTOP OR APPROVED EQUAL (TYP.)

10X PIPE Ø STRAIGHT DISTANCE

#4 REBAR 12" O.C. BOTHWAYS

SEE MID STANDARD REINFORCED CONCRETE COLLAR DETAIL (TYP.)

METER BOX DETAIL

SCALE: NTS
NO. REVISED BY

DRAWN BY: AK
APPROVED BY: SMS
DATE: 7/27/2018

DRAWING NO. M-1

SHEET 1 OF 2
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. SENATE BILL SB x 7-7 REQUIRES THAT ALL WATER DELIVERY METERS ARE INSTALLED PER THE MANUFACTURER’S RECOMMENDATIONS. THE PIPELINE IMMEDIATELY UPSTREAM OF THE METER SHALL HAVE A CLEAR, UNOBSSTRUCTED DISTANCE OF 10 TIMES THE PIPE DIAMETER. THE UPSTREAM DISTANCE CAN BE REDUCED TO 5 TIMES THE PIPE DIAMETER IF PIPELINE STRAIGHTENING VANES ARE INSTALLED UPSTREAM OF THE METER.

2. GATE & PIPELINE LAYOUT ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSES ONLY. SEE CONSTRUCTION DRAWINGS FOR ACTUAL INSTALLATION.

3. DIMENSIONS, REBAR, & NOTES ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSES ONLY. A SCALED DRAWING SHOULD BE PREPARED & SUBMITTED WITH ALL PLANS SETS TO PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

4. IF REMOVAL OF AN EXISTING STRUCTURE OR PIPE IS SPECIFIED, REMOVAL SHALL BE BY SAWCUTTING, OR OTHER APPROVED METHOD, WITH THE MID ENGINEER ON SITE DURING SAWCUTTING.

5. PREPARE SURFACE OF EXISTING PIPES BY WIRE BRUSHING, WATER BLASTING, OR SAND BLASTING AS REQUIRED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

6. VIBRATE CONCRETE IN PLACE.

7. PROVIDE WATER TIGHT JOINTS.

8. CONCRETE SHALL BE 3000 PSI AT 28 DAYS OR BETTER.

9. CONCRETE PIPE SHALL BE CLEANED AND TREATED WITH AN APPROVED CONCRETE BONDING AGENT PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT AS REQUIRED BY MID ENGINEER.

10. PVC PIPE SHALL BE RUBBED AROUND THE OUTSIDE WITH PVC SOLVENT CEMENT AND SANDED TO ROUGHEN PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT.

METER BOX DETAIL
NOTES

METER OPTIONS:
1. Sbx7-7 REQUIRES METERS TO BE INSTALLED PER THE MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS.
2. PROPELLER METERS REQUIRE A STRAIGHT, UNOBSTRUCTED DISTANCE OF 10X PIPE DIAMETERS UPSTREAM, AND 4X PIPE DIAMETERS DOWNSTREAM, WITHOUT VALVES, GATES, OR ANGLE POINTS IN BETWEEN.
3. INLINE MAGNETIC METERS REQUIRE A STRAIGHT, UNOBSTRUCTED DISTANCE OF 2X PIPE DIAMETERS UPSTREAM, AND 1X PIPE DIAMETERS DOWNSTREAM, WITHOUT VALVES, GATES, OR ANGLE POINTS IN BETWEEN.

ALL PIPE SHALL CONFORM TO A.S.T.M. C-361 A-25 FOR CONCRETE AND PIP 80 PVC FOR PLASTIC AND SHALL EXTEND BEYOND MID'S EASEMENT. PIPE SHALL BE INSTALLED PER MID INSPECTOR INSTRUCTIONS.

GATE VALVE & PIPE DIA. TO BE DETERMINED BY LIFT PUMP CAPACITY

METER BOX FOR OPEN FLOW PROPELLER METER TO BE CONSTRUCTED PER MID STANDARD. METER INSTALLED BY MID
STRAIGHT PIPE RECOMMENDATIONS (X = PIPE DIAMETER)

NOTE: THESE CONFIGURATIONS ARE TO BE USED AS GENERAL GUIDELINES AND DO NOT COVER EVERY POSSIBLE INSTALLATION. IF THERE IS ANY CONCERN ABOUT THE LENGTH OF STRAIGHT PIPE REQUIRED FOR A SPECIFIC DEVICE, PLEASE CONTACT THE MID ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.

- **TWO ELBOWS IN PLANE**
- **REDUCED PIPE**
- **PROPELLER METER BEFORE METER**
- **CHECK VALVE BEFORE METER**
- **BUTTERFLY VALVE BEFORE METER**
- **GATE VALVE BEFORE METER**

- **TWO ELBOWS, OUT OF PLANE**
- **EXPANDED PIPE**
- **PROPELLER METER AFTER METER**
- **CHECK VALVE AFTER METER**
- **BUTTERFLY VALVE AFTER METER**
- **GATE VALVE AFTER METER**
FULL PIPE RECOMMENDATIONS

RECOMMENDED:
KEEP PIPE FULL AT METER FOR ACCURACY

NOT IDEAL:
ALLOWS AIR POCKETS TO FORM AT METER

RECOMMENDED:
KEEP PIPE FULL AT METER FOR ACCURACY

NOT IDEAL:
POST-VALVE CAVITATION CAN CREATE AIR POCKET

RECOMMENDED:
ALLOWS AIR TO BLEED OFF

NOT IDEAL:
AIR CAN BE TRAPPED

INTERMITTENT AIR BUBBLES MISS ELECTRODE
ELECTRODES FREE FROM SEDIMENT BUILD-UP

INTERMITTENT AIR BUBBLES PASS OVER ELECTRODE
POSSIBLE SEDIMENT BUILD-UP

RECOMMENDED:
IMPROVED ACCURACY RESULTS FROM UNIMPEDED ELECTRODES

NOT IDEAL:
AIR BUBBLES AND SEDIMENT ON THE ELECTRODES CAN AFFECT ACCURACY
CANAL SLIDE GATE REQUIREMENTS

1. GATES MUST HAVE RIGHT HAND THREADS.
2. GATES MUST BE CONSTRUCTED OF STAINLESS STEEL.
3. GATE WITH RISING STEM MUST HAVE A STOP NUT.
4. GATE RAILS SHALL BE STAINLESS STEEL.

DELIVERY GATE TYPES

1. FLAT BACK CANAL SLIDE GATE (FRESNO VALVES AND CASTING, INC. MODEL 101-C OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT).
2. FLAT BACK CANAL SLIDE GATE BACK PRESSURE BRACE (VALVES AND CASTINGS, INC. MODEL 20-10C OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT).
3. FLAT BACK PRESSURE GATE (NON-RISING STEM) WITH BACK PRESSURE BRACE (VALVES AND CASTINGS, INC. SERIES NO. 4200 OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT).
NOTES

1. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATE SHALL BE INSTALLED IN KEY LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT THE DISTRICT WHERE CANAL/PipeLINE OBSTRUCTIONS COULD CAUSE POTENTIAL FLOODING AND SEVERE IMPACTS TO NEARBY PUBLIC FACILITIES.

2. AS FIELD CONDITIONS VARY WIDELY AND NO STANDARD WILL WORK IN ALL SITUATIONS, THIS STANDARD IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR THE PROJECT DESIGN ENGINEER.

3. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATE SHALL BE A FLUME GATE STEEL AS MANUFACTURED BY RUBICON WATER OR APPROVED EQUAL.

4. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATES SHALL CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS:
   - DATA INTERFACE: MODBUS SERIAL, DATA RADIO
   - DATA TAGS: 140+ AVAILABLE FOR INTEGRATION INTO SCADA SYSTEMS
   - CONTROL: LOCAL OR REMOTE VIA SCADA
   - MOTOR: 12V DC
   - ACCURACY: ± 2.5%
   - FRAME: EXTRUDED MARINE GRADE ALUMINUM
   - HARDWARE: STAINLESS-STEEL
   - WATER LEVEL SENSORS: ANODIZED ALUMINUM AND COPOLYMER ACETYL PLASTIC WITH STAINLESS-STEEL FITTINGS AND GOLD-PLATED CONNECTORS
   - POWER SUPPLY: 12V DC SELF CONTAINED BATTER CHARGED FROM SOLAR PANEL OR AC LINE POWER
   - PROTOCOLS: MODBUS, DNP3, MDLC
   - SCADA READY COMMUNICATION SYSTEM: CAN BE INTEGRATED TO MANY SCADA PLATFORMS

5. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATE SHALL BE OUTFITTED WITH AN ELECTRIC ACTUATOR, ROTORK IQ SERIES OR APPROVED EQUAL.

6. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATE SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR THE CHANNEL CAPACITY FLOW, HAVE ADJUSTABLE OPERATING PARAMETERS, OVERLOAD PROTECTION, PROGRAMMABLE SET POINTS, AND SCADA CONNECTIVITY TO DISTRICT SCADA SYSTEM.

7. THE AUTOMATED OVERSHOT GATE SHALL BE SOLAR DC OR LINE AC POWER.

8. LOCATION, SIZE AND TYPE OF WELD AS WELL AS TYPE OF WELDING ROD SHALL BE PER THE DESIGN ENGINEER'S APPROVED CALCULATIONS.

9. ALL ANCHOR BOLTS SHALL BE ZINC PLATED, GALVANIZED OR STAINLESS STEEL. BOLT THREADS TO BE CUT FLUSH WITH THE TOP OF THE NUT.

10. INLET STRUCTURE TO BE CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO GATE FABRICATION. ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO FABRICATION IN PRESENCE OF MID ENGINEER TO ENSURE PROPER FIT WITHIN CONCRETE STRUCTURE.
INSTALL BOLT DOWN METAL COVER PER MID SPECIFICATIONS
BACKFILL WITH CLEAN SAND 6" BELOW SPLIT HOUSING
INSTALL 1-1/2" ANGLE IRON UNDER COVER FOR SUPPORT BOLT TO STAND WALLS
MORTAR ALL CONNECTIONS (TYP.)
MIN. 1.5' ABOVE HGL OR INSTALL FRESNO VALVES AND CASTINGS CONTINUOUS ACTING AIR VENT PER MID DIRECTION
INSTALL FRESNO VALVES AND CASTINGS TYPE YW LINE GATE WITH RISING STEM
INSTALL 1-1/2" ANGLE IRON UNDER COVER FOR SUPPORT BOLT TO STAND WALLS
CONCRETE PIPE OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT
MIN. 1.5' ABOVE HGL OR INSTALL FRESNO VALVES AND CASTINGS CONTINUOUS ACTING AIR VENT PER MID DIRECTION
CONSTRUCT 54" SQUARE FOOTING WITH 6"X6"-10 GAUGE WELDED WIRE MESH
INSTALL BOLT DOWN METAL COVER PER MID SPECIFICATIONS
CONCRETE PIPE OR APPROVED EQUIVALENT
BACKFILL WITH CLEAN SAND 6" BELOW SPLIT HOUSING
12" X 12" MORTAR FOOTING AROUND BOTTOM OF GATE
MORTAR ALL CONNECTIONS (TYP.)
NOTES

1. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN SHALL BE INSTALLED IN ALL NEW INLET STRUCTURES THROUGHOUT THE DISTRICT WHERE CANAL/PIPELINE OBSTRUCTIONS COULD CAUSE POTENTIAL FLOODING AND SEVERE IMPACTS TO NEARBY PUBLIC FACILITIES.

2. AS FIELD CONDITIONS VARY WIDELY AND NO STANDARD WILL WORK IN ALL SITUATIONS, THIS STANDARD IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE GUIDANCE FOR THE PROJECT DESIGN ENGINEER.

3. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN SHALL BE A SELF-CLEANING SCREEN CLEANER AS MADE BY AQUA SYSTEMS 2000 INC., INTERNATIONAL WATER SCREENS, OR APPROVED EQUAL.

4. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN SHALL CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING FEATURES: STAINLESS STEEL FRAME, MILD STEEL SCREEN CLEANER COATED WITH TWO PART EPOXY PAINT, BAR GRATE SCREEN, WATERPROOF CHAIN DRIVE, UHMW CHAIN TRACK AND IDLERS, AND NYLON BRISTLES SET IN EPOXY WITH ALUMINUM BACKING.

5. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN SHALL BE DESIGNED FOR THE CHANNEL CAPACITY FLOW, HAVE ADJUSTABLE OPERATING PARAMETERS, OVERLOAD PROTECTION, AND START WARNING SOUND.

6. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN SHALL BE SOLAR DC OR LINE AC POWER.

7. LOCATION, SIZE AND TYPE OF WELD AS WELL AS TYPE OF WELDING ROD SHALL BE PER THE DESIGN ENGINEER'S APPROVED CALCULATIONS.

8. ALL ANCHOR BOLTS SHALL BE ZINC PLATED, GALVANIZED OR STAINLESS STEEL. BOLT THREADS TO BE CUT FLUSH WITH THE TOP OF THE NUT.

9. LOCATION AND NUMBER OF SUPPORT BARS SHALL BE PER THE DESIGN ENGINEER'S CALCULATIONS AND APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

10. INLET STRUCTURE TO BE CONSTRUCTED PRIOR TO FABRICATION. ALL DIMENSIONS TO BE VERIFIED BY CONTRACTOR PRIOR TO FABRICATION IN PRESENCE OF MID ENGINEER TO ENSURE PROPER FIT WITH CONCRETE STRUCTURE.

11. THE AUTOMATED INLINE TRASH SCREEN PITCH AND OPERATING SPEED SHALL BE PER MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS.
IRRIGATION PIPELINE NOTES

1. SEE SHEET 2 FOR CONSTRUCTION NOTES.

2. PIPE SHALL BE RUBBER GASKETED REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE (RGRCP) MANUFACTURED IN ACCORDANCE WITH ASTM C-361, OR AS APPROVED BY MID ENGINEER.

3. RUBBER GASKETED JOINTS SHALL CONFORM THE REQUIREMENTS OF ASTM C-443.

4. BACKFILL OVER PIPE SHALL BE TO THE ORIGINAL GROUND SURFACE THE MINIMUM COVER SHALL BE 3 FEET AND THE MAXIMUM SHALL BE 5 FEET FOR CLASS A, 10 FEET FOR CLASS B, 16 FEET FOR CLASS C AND 20 FEET FOR CLASS D PIPE CLASS. DESIGNATIONS 25, 50, 75, 100, AND 126, DENOTE HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE HEADS IN FEET MEASURED TO CENTERLINE OF PIPE.

5. ADDITIONAL SURCHARGE LOADING OR VARIATION IN FIELD INSTALLATION FROM THESE DETAILS SHALL REQUIRE SEPARATE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS FOR PIPE AND TRENCH BACKFILL.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. TRENCH WIDTHS SHALL BE AS SHOWN UNLESS THE PIPELINE SIZE IS 4 INCHES OR SMALLER, WHERE THE TRENCH SHALL HAVE A 12 INCH MINIMUM WIDTH.

2. OVEREXCAVATION ZONE: THE BOTTOM OF TRENCH SHALL BE A FIRM, UNIFORM-BEARING SOIL SURFACE. WHEN UNSUITABLE OR DISTURBED THE CONTRACTOR SHALL REMOVE, REPLACE, AND COMPACT MATERIAL AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. DEWATERING DUE TO HIGH GROUNDWATER OR CANAL SEEPAGE MAY BE REQUIRED. DEWATERING METHODS SHALL BE APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT OF DEWATERING. ALL STRUCTURE SUBGRADES TO BE INSPECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER PRIOR TO BACKFILL. SUBGRADE SHALL MEET 90% MAXIMUM DENSITY (ASTM D-1557).

3. PIPE BEDDING ZONE: PIPE BEDDING SHALL BE UNCOMPACTED GRANULAR SOIL CONTAINING NO MORE THAN 5% MATERIAL PASSING THE NUMBER 200 SIEVE, AND SHALL HAVE A MAXIMUM PARTICLE SIZE OF 3/4 INCH. BEDDING SHALL CONFORM TO THE SPECIFICATIONS BELOW. SOIL TYPES SHALL BE AS DETERMINED BY THE MID ENGINEER.
   A) ON SANDY SOIL (BEDDING):
      NATIVE MATERIAL, IF SUITABLE, OR SAND AS APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER.
   B) ON CLAY SOIL (BEDDING):
      4" MINIMUM SAND OR MID APPROVED NATIVE MATERIAL ONLY.

4. A CLAY PLUG MAY BE REQUIRED UPSTREAM OF EACH MANHOLE, OR AT 660 FOOT INTERVALS. CLAY PLUG SHALL BE A MINIMUM OF 12 INCHES IN WIDTH AND EXTEND A MINIMUM OF 12 INCHES INTO UNDISTURBED TRENCH WALLS, TRENCH BOTTOM AND ABOVE THE TOP OF PIPE.

5. HAUNCH SUPPORT BACKFILL ZONE: HAUNCH SUPPORT BACKFILL SHALL BE COHESIVE SOIL OR GRANULAR MATERIAL CONTAINING MORE THAN 5% MATERIAL PASSING THE NUMBER 200 SIEVE, SHALL HAVE A MAXIMUM PARTICLE SIZE OF 3/4 INCH, PLACED IN LOOSE LIFTS NOT TO EXCEED 8" THICKNESS, OR 2-SACK CEMENT-SAND SLURRY. TRENCH WIDTH MAY BE REDUCED BY 6" ON EACH SIDE OF PIPE OF CEMENT-SAND SLURRY IS USED. COMPACTED EARTHFILL SHALL MEET 90% MAXIMUM DENSITY (ASTM D-1557) AND BE ACCOMPLISHED BY MANUALLY DIRECTED HAND COMPACTORS TO A MINIMUM DEPTH OF 12 INCHES OVER TOP OF PIPE. THE MAXIMUM LAYER THICKNESS SHALL BE 12 INCHES BEFORE COMPACTION.

6. PIPELINE SHALL BE INSTALLED ACCORDING TO MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS. REFER TO IRRIGATION PIPELINE NOTE 4 FOR COVER REQUIREMENTS.

7. INITIAL BACKFILL ZONE: BACKFILL SHALL BE SOUND EARTHEN MATERIAL FREE OR ROCKS, HARDPAN, ORGANICS, AND DELETERIOUS MATERIAL, SHALL HAVE A MAXIMUM PARTICLE SIZE OF 3/4 INCH, PLACED IN LOOSE LIFTS NOT TO EXCEED 8" IN THICKNESS, AND HAND COMPACTED USING AIR TAMPER OR PAD FOOT WHACKER TO 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION.

8. WATER PACKING OR JETTING SHALL ONLY BE USED ON SOILS APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER. WHEN WATER PACKING OR JETTING IS USED, THE AMOUNT OF WATER SHALL BE CONTROLLED TO INSURE THAT POOLING OF EXCESS WATER DOES NOT OCCUR. THE WETTED FILL MUST BE ALLOWED TO REACH OPTIMUM MOISTURE AND THEN MECHANICALLY COMPACTED TO MEET 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION (ASTM D-1557) BEFORE ADDITIONAL BACKFILLING IS DONE. CARE MUST BE EXERCISED TO PREVENT PIPE FLATULATION DURING WATER PACKING OR JETTING, MEASURES MUST BE APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER. THIS ITEM DOES NOT APPLY TO PLASTIC PIPELINES DUE TO PIPE FLOAT.

9. INTERMEDIATE BACKFILL ZONE: MID REQUIRED COMPACTION TESTS SHALL BE AT THE LANDOWNER'S OR DEVELOPER'S EXPENSE. ANY RETESTS SHALL BE PAID BY THE CONTRACTOR. FREQUENCY AND LOCATION OF THE TESTS TO BE DETERMINED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

10. FINAL BACKFILL ZONE: SHALL BE MINIMUM 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION (ASTM D-1557), UNLESS OTHER LOCAL AGENCY STANDARDS DICTATE HIGHER COMPACTION.

---

**PIECELINE TRENCH BACKFILL DETAIL**

**SCALE:** NTS  **NO. REVISED**  **BY**  
DRAWN BY: AK  
APPROVED BY: SMS  
DATE: 7/27/2018  
DRAWING NO. P-1  
SHEET 2 OF 2
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

JOINT TO BE BANDED ON THE INSIDE PRIOR TO PLACING OF COLLAR (HAND HOLE IN EXISTING PIPE IS ALLOWED TO MAKE INSIDE BAND.) TWENTY-FOUR HOURS AFTER INSIDE BAND IS MADE. COAT WITH EXPOXY OVER BANDED AREA, HAND HOLE PLUG TO BE EPOXIED AT MATCHING SURFACES WITH PIPE AND THEN MORTAR AND PLUG. EXTERNAL COLLAR WHEN IN PLACE AND SET MUST BE WATERED DOWN TO A POINT OF SATURATION THEN COVERED WITH WET BURLAP AND SHADED WITH SIX INCHES OF SOIL OVER ENTIRE AREA. SAID SOIL MUST BE KEPT MOIST FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE CONTINUOUS DAYS. THE ENTIRE SURFACE OF THE PIPE IN THE COLLAR AREA IS TO BE COATED WITH EPOXY JUST PRIOR TO POURING THE COLLAR.

**PLAN VIEW**

**ELEVATION VIEW**

---

**CONCRETE COLLAR DETAIL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SCALE: NTS</th>
<th>NO.</th>
<th>REVISED</th>
<th>BY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAWN BY: AK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPROVED BY: SMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATE: 7/27/2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. THIS STANDARD APPLIES TO CONCRETE PIPES, RCP OR PVC PIPES BEING CONNECTED TO AN EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURE WITH A CONCRETE COLLAR.

2. IF REMOVAL OF AN EXISTING STRUCTURE OR PIPE IS SPECIFIED, REMOVAL SHALL BE BY SAWCUTTING WITH THE MID ENGINEER ON SITE DURING SAWCUTTING.

3. PREPARE SURFACE OF EXISTING STRUCTURES BY WIRE BRUSHING, WATER BLASTING, OR SAND BLASTING AS REQUIRED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

4. VIBRATE CONCRETE IN PLACE.

5. PROVIDE WATER TIGHT JOINT.

6. CONCRETE SHALL BE 3000 PSI AT 28 DAYS OR BETTER AND CONFORM TO MID STANDARDS.

7. CONCRETE PIPE: SHALL BE CLEANED AND TREATED WITH AN APPROVED CONCRETE BONDING AGENT PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT AS REQUIRED BY MID ENGINEER.

PVC PIPE: SHALL BE RUBBED AROUND THE OUTSIDE WITH PVC SOLVENT CEMENT AND SANDED TO ROUGHEN SURFACE PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT.

PIPE DIAMETER, D

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIPE DIAMETER, D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>MIN. NO. HOOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 24&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 72&quot;</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREATER THAN 72&quot;</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PIPE TO EXISTING STRUCTURE DETAIL

EXISTING CONCRETE STRUCTURE

PROPOSED CONCRETE PIPE, RCP, OR PVC PIPE

PLACE "MIRASTOP" BENTONITE CLAY EXPANSIVE WATER STOP OR MID APPROVED EQUIVALENT AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER

SMOOTH CONCRETE MORTAR WITH A BRISTLED BRUSH TO SEAL PIPE TO STRUCTURE

ROLLED HOOPS WITH 24" OVERLAP (SEE TABLE)

DOWEL AND EPOXY #4 REBAR AT 12" O.C. AROUND CIRCUMFERENCE OF PIPE 4" MINIMUM INTO EXISTING STRUCTURE

REINFORCED CONCRETE COLLAR DETAIL

DATE: 7/27/2018

DRAWN BY: AK

APPROVED BY: SMS

DRAWING NO. P-3
CONSTRUCTION NOTES:

1. THIS STANDARD APPLIES TO CONCRETE PIPES (OR PVC PIPES IF SPECIFICALLY APPROVED) BEING CONNECTED WITH A CONCRETE COLLAR AND ONLY PIPES LEVEL OR AT THE SAME SLOPE. IT SHALL NOT APPLY TO PIPES WITH DEFLECTIONS AT THE CONNECTION POINT.

2. IF REMOVAL OF AN EXISTING STRUCTURE OR PIPE IS SPECIFIED, REMOVAL SHALL BE BY SAWCUTTING, OR OTHER APPROVED METHOD, WITH THE MID ENGINEER ON SITE DURING SAWCUTTING.

3. PREPARE SURFACE OF EXISTING PIPES BY WIRE BRUSHING, WATER BLASTING, OR SAND BLASTING AS REQUIRED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

4. VIBRATE CONCRETE IN PLACE.

5. PROVIDE WATER TIGHT JOINT.

6. CONCRETE SHALL BE 3000 PSI AT 28 DAYS OR BETTER AND CONFORM TO MID STANDARD.

7. CONCRETE PIPE: SHALL BE CLEANED AND TREATED WITH AN APPROVED CONCRETE BONDING AGENT PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT AS REQUIRED BY MID ENGINEER.

   PVC PIPE: SHALL BE RUBBED AROUND THE OUTSIDE WITH PVC SOLVENT CEMENT AND SANKED TO ROUGHEN SURFACE PRIOR TO CONCRETE PLACEMENT.

8. FOR COLLAR WITH DIFFERENT PIPELINE DIAMETERS (D) THAT EXCEED 3 INCHES A MANHOLE OR OTHER APPROVED TRANSITION STRUCTURE IS REQUIRED.

9. A MANHOLE SHALL BE SUBSTITUTED FOR A COLLAR CONNECTION WHEN THE INTERSECTING PIPELINE ANGLE IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 22-1/2 DEGREES.

PIPE TO EXISTING PIPE DETAIL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIPE DIAMETER, D</th>
<th>L</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>MIN. NO. HOOPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 24&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>6&quot;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 48&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>8&quot;</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 72&quot;</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GREATER THAN 72&quot;</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
<td>BY DESIGN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BASIC ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

1. CLEAN ALL DEBRIS FROM THE BELL END OF THE PIPE AND OR COUPLER CHECK THE GASKET POSITION. BE SURE IT IS COMPLETELY SEATED IN THE GROOVE WITH NO RAISED AREAS.

2. LUBRICATE THE SPIGOT END, USING ONLY THE MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDED LUBRICANT.

3. PLACE PIPE IN STRAIGHT ALIGNMENT. ASSEMBLE TO THE STOP LINE ON SPIGOT, COUPLER OR BELL.

NOTES

1. APPLICATION SHALL CONFORM TO MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS AND OR MID INSPECTOR INSTRUCTIONS.

2. INSTALL PIPE WITH PROPER BEDDING FOR UNIFORM LONGITUDINAL SUPPORT. WORK BACKFILL MATERIALS UNDER THE SIDES OF THE PIPE TO PROVIDE SATISFACTORY HAUNCHING. PLACE THE INITIAL BACKFILL TO A MINIMUM DEPTH OF 6" ABOVE PIPE.

3. USE ONLY MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDED LUBRICANT OR SOLVENTS, OTHER LUBRICANTS OR SOLVENTS MIGHT EFFECT THE PIPE OR GASKET MATERIAL.
VENT CONSTRUCTION REQUIREMENTS

1. VENTS SHOULD BE INSTALLED AT APPROXIMATE 700 FOOT INTERVALS, AT PIPELINE GRADE CHANGES, AT HIGH POINTS, AND IMMEDIATELY DOWNSTREAM OF ANY INLET STRUCTURES.

D1 = INSIDE PIPE DIAMETER

D2 = 1/3 D1 = HEIGHT & DIAMETER OF STARTER VENT

D3 = SEE BELOW SPECIFICATIONS

RUBBER GASKET REINFORCED CONCRETE PIPE (R.G.R.C.P.):

FOR PIPE DIA. \( < = 36" \): USE 4" DIA. GALVANIZED VENT WITH STARTER VENT.

FOR 36" < PIPE DIA. \( < = 48" \): USE 6" DIA. GALVANIZED VENT WITH STARTER VENT.

FOR PIPE DIA. \( > 48" \): USE 12" DIA. CONCRETE VENT WITH STARTER VENT.

POLYVINYL CHLORIDE (P.V.C.) PIPE:

FOR PIPE DIA. \( < = 24" \): USE 4" DIA. P.V.C. VENT PER DETAIL ON SHEET 2.
NOTE
A PVC TEE SECTION MAY REPLACE THE SADDLE TEE.

GALVANIZED EXPANDED METAL WELDED COVER

EXISTING GROUND

#4 REBAR RING WITH MIN 18" OVERLAP

1/2" FOAM

PVC VENT PIPE

SADDLE TEE SECURED TO PIPE WITH EPOXY

THREAD CAPS

4" STAINLESS STEEL BANDS

PCC CONCRETE

PVC AIR VENT/STANDPIPE

NTS
GASKETED, WATERTIGHT, TRAFFIC RATED BOLTDOWN FRAME & COVER (SEE NOTE 1)

APPLY LAMP BLACK TO SURFACE

FINISH GRADE

5' SQUARE

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MAN HOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

2' (MIN.)
GRADE RINGS
1" (MAX.)

2 #4 E.W.

4 EA. #5 REBAR MIN. AT EACH CORNER. PLACE IN MANHOLE BASE WHEN CONCRETE IS WET.

2 #5 OVER PIPE EACH END (SEE SHEET 2)

2 #4 E.W.

4 #4 E.W.

4 #4 TOTAL

AS REQUIRED

1' (MIN.)

1' (MIN.)

6"

VARIES

12 TO 84" DIA.

WALL THICKNESS (SEE TABLE)

SEE NOTE 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIPE DIA.</th>
<th>MIN. WALL</th>
<th>MAX. WALL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>27&quot;</td>
<td>32&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15&quot;</td>
<td>26&quot;</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>30&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>23&quot;</td>
<td>27&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
<td>27&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27&quot;</td>
<td>20&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>24&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33&quot;</td>
<td>17&quot;</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>15&quot;</td>
<td>21&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>15&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54&quot;</td>
<td>12&quot;</td>
<td>15&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60&quot;</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66&quot;</td>
<td>13&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>78&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84&quot;</td>
<td>14&quot;</td>
<td>18&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WELDED STEEL GRATE WITH 1/2" DIA. OPENINGS

PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE COLLAR

WELD REBAR TO PIPE (2 PL.)
4 #4 E.W. TOP
2 #4 E.W. BOTTOM
4 #4 TOTAL

PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE BASE

PIPELINE

2 #5 CONT. EACH END
CONCRETE CONE

MANHOLE BASE

VARES

(SEE TABLE ON SHEET 1)

PRESSURE MANHOLE
(12" TO 84" PIPE)
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. MANHOLE COVER & FRAME SHALL BE TRAFFIC RATED, GASKETED, WATERTIGHT, AND BOLTED DOWN. BOLTS SHALL BE 3/8" DIA. STANDARD HEX HEAD, STAINLESS STEEL, 6 IN QUANTITY. MAINTAIN 24-INCH CLEAR OPENING. COVER SHALL BE LETTERED "M.I.D." COVER AND FRAME SHALL BE ALHAMBRA FOUNDRY #A1254-B, CALIFORNIA CONCRETE PIPE A-624 BOLTDOWN WITHOUT VENT, OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUIVALENT.

2. TOTAL THICKNESS SHALL BE DETERMINED FOR EACH LOCATION. IN NO CASE SHALL IT BE LESS THAN 24".

3. ALL PRECAST MANHOLE MATERIAL SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM C-478.

4. ALL Poured IN PLACE P.C.C. SHALL BE CLASS "A." CONFORMING TO CALTRANS STANDARDS, SECTION 90, PLACED AGAINST UNDISTURBED SOIL OR SOIL COMPACTED TO 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION PER ASTM D-1557.

5. ALL JOINTS SHALL BE GROUTED WATER TIGHT INSIDE AND OUT WITH MORTAR CONFORMING TO CALTRANS STANDARDS, SECTION 65.

6. ON STRAIGHT PIPELINE RUNS, MANHOLE MAY BE INSTALLED OVER PIPE AND THE TOP OF PIPE REMOVED AT SPRING LINE TO FORM CHANNEL WALLS AT ANGLE POINTS, FORM P.C.C. CHANNEL TO MATCH PIPE PROFILE.

7. ALL STEEL REINFORCING SHALL BE 3" CLEAR FROM EARTH AND 2" CLEAR FROM FORMS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN.

8. MAXIMUM MANHOLE SPACING 660 FEET.

9. INSTALL VENT PIPE PER MID STANDARD OR AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

10. WHEN THE PIPELINE IS PVC, RUB OUTSIDE OF PVC WITH SAND AND PVC GLUE JUST PRIOR TO CONCRETE POUR FOR MANHOLE BASE AT CONCRETE TO TO PVC INTERFACE ALSO ATTACH MIRAFI "MIRASTOP" BENTONITE CLAY WATERSTOP, OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUAL IN CONTINUOUS LOOP AROUND OUTSIDE OF PVC PIPE IN MANHOLE BASE WALL.

11. AIR VENT PIPE SHALL BE INSTALLED AS CLOSE TO GRADE RINGS AS POSSIBLE TO PREVENT AIR POCKETS.

12. AIR VENT PIPE SHALL BE OFFSET OUTSIDE OF MANHOLE COLLAR WHEN MANHOLE IS LOCATED IN TRAFFIC AREAS.

13. LOCATION OF STEEL PROTECTION POSTS AS DIRECTED BY MID ENGINEER.

14. WHEN MANHOLE DEPTH TO FLOWLINE EXCEEDS 12', USE ECCENTRIC MANHOLE WITH STEP LADDER PER MID STANDARD DETAIL.
GASKETED, WATERTIGHT, TRAFFIC RATED BOLTDOWN FRAME & COVER (SEE NOTE 1)

APPLY LAMP BLACK TO SURFACE

5' SQUARE

4 #4 E.W.

90° WELDED ELBOW

4 #4 TOTAL

WELDED REBAR

P.C.C. COLLAR (SEE SHEET 2)

4 EA. #5 REBAR MIN. AT EACH CORNER. PLACE IN MANHOLE BASE WHEN CONCRETE IS WET.

2 #5 OVER PIPE EACH END (SEE SHEET 2)

LADDER RUNGS

2' (MIN.) SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

ECCENTRIC CONE

6" 1' O.C. (TYP.)

2"

4" 4 #4 E.W.

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MANHOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

WALL THICKNESS (SEE TABLE)

SEE NOTE 6

SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

AS REQUIRED

6" 1' (MIN.)

VARIES

VARIES 12 TO 84" DIA.

1' (MIN.)

12" TO 84" PIPE

PIPE DIA. MIN. WALL MAX. WALL
12" 27" 32"
15" 26" 30"
18" 24" 30"
21" 23" 27"
24" 21" 27"
27" 20" 24"
30" 18" 24"
33" 17" 21"
36" 15" 21"
42" 18" 18"
45" 18" 18"
48" 12" 15"
54" 12" 15"
60" 13" 18"
66" 13" 18"
72" 14" 18"
78" 14" 18"
84" 14" 18"

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MANHOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

APPLY LAMP BLACK TO SURFACE

5' SQUARE

4 #4 E.W.

90° WELDED ELBOW

4 #4 TOTAL

WELDED REBAR

P.C.C. COLLAR (SEE SHEET 2)

4 EA. #5 REBAR MIN. AT EACH CORNER. PLACE IN MANHOLE BASE WHEN CONCRETE IS WET.

2 #5 OVER PIPE EACH END (SEE SHEET 2)

LADDER RUNGS

2' (MIN.) SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

ECCENTRIC CONE

6" 1' O.C. (TYP.)

2"

4" 4 #4 E.W.

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MANHOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

WALL THICKNESS (SEE TABLE)

SEE NOTE 6

SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

AS REQUIRED

6" 1' (MIN.)

VARIES

VARIES 12 TO 84" DIA.

1' (MIN.)

12" TO 84" PIPE

PIPE DIA. MIN. WALL MAX. WALL
12" 27" 32"
15" 26" 30"
18" 24" 30"
21" 23" 27"
24" 21" 27"
27" 20" 24"
30" 18" 24"
33" 17" 21"
36" 15" 21"
42" 18" 18"
45" 18" 18"
48" 12" 15"
54" 12" 15"
60" 13" 18"
66" 13" 18"
72" 14" 18"
78" 14" 18"
84" 14" 18"

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MANHOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

APPLY LAMP BLACK TO SURFACE

5' SQUARE

4 #4 E.W.

90° WELDED ELBOW

4 #4 TOTAL

WELDED REBAR

P.C.C. COLLAR (SEE SHEET 2)

4 EA. #5 REBAR MIN. AT EACH CORNER. PLACE IN MANHOLE BASE WHEN CONCRETE IS WET.

2 #5 OVER PIPE EACH END (SEE SHEET 2)

LADDER RUNGS

2' (MIN.) SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

ECCENTRIC CONE

6" 1' O.C. (TYP.)

2"

4" 4 #4 E.W.

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MANHOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND TWO FINISH COATS.

WALL THICKNESS (SEE TABLE)

SEE NOTE 6

SEE NOTE 2

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

AS REQUIRED

6" 1' (MIN.)

VARIES

VARIES 12 TO 84" DIA.

1' (MIN.)

12" TO 84" PIPE

PIPE DIA. MIN. WALL MAX. WALL
12" 27" 32"
15" 26" 30"
18" 24" 30"
21" 23" 27"
24" 21" 27"
27" 20" 24"
30" 18" 24"
33" 17" 21"
36" 15" 21"
42" 18" 18"
45" 18" 18"
48" 12" 15"
54" 12" 15"
60" 13" 18"
66" 13" 18"
72" 14" 18"
78" 14" 18"
84" 14" 18"
WELDED STEEL GRATE
WITH 1/2" DIA. OPENINGS

WELD REBAR
TO PIPE (2 PL.)
4 #4 E.W. TOP
2 #4 E.W. BOTTOM

4 #4 TOTAL

PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE COLLAR

(SEE TABLE ON SHEET 1)

PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE BASE

PRESSURE ECCENTRIC
MANHOLE
(12" TO 84" PIPE)

APPROVED BY: SMS
DATE: 7/27/2018
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. MANHOLE COVER & FRAME SHALL BE TRAFFIC RATED, GASKETED, WATERTIGHT, AND BOLTED DOWN. BOLTS SHALL BE 3/8" DIA, STANDARD HEX HEAD, STAINLESS STEEL, 6 IN QUANTITY. MAINTAIN 24-INCCH CLEAR OPENING. COVER SHALL BE LETTERED "M.I.D." COVER AND FRAME SHALL BE ALHAMBRA FOUNDARY #A1254-B, CALIFORNIA CONCRETE PIPE A-624 BOLTDOWN WITHOUT VENT, OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUIVALENT.

2. TOTAL THICKNESS SHALL BE DETERMINED FOR EACH LOCATION. IN NO CASE SHALL IT BE LESS THAN 24".

3. ALL PRECAST MANHOLE MATERIAL SHALL CONFORM TO ASTM C-478.

4. ALL POURED IN PLACE P.C.C. SHALL BE CLASS "A" CONFORMING TO CALTRANS STANDARDS, SECTION 90, PLACED AGAINST UNDISTURBED SOIL OR SOIL COMPACTED TO 90% RELATIVE COMPACTION PER ASTM D-1557.

5. ALL JOINTS SHALL BE GROUTED WATER TIGHT INSIDE AND OUT WITH MORTAR CONFORMING TO CALTRANS STANDARDS, SECTION 65.

6. ON STRAIGHT PIPELINE RUNS, MANHOLE MAY BE INSTALLED OVER PIPE AND THE TOP OF PIPE REMOVED AT SPRING LINE TO FORM CHANNEL WALLS AT ANGLE POINTS, FORM P.C.C. CHANNEL TO MATCH PIPE PROFILE.

7. ALL STEEL REINFORCING SHALL BE 3" CLEAR FROM EARTH AND 2" CLEAR FROM FORMS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED HEREIN.

8. MAXIMUM MANHOLE SPACING 660 FEET.

9. INSTALL VENT PIPE PER MID STANDARD OR AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

10. WHEN THE PIPELINE IS PVC, RUB OUTSIDE OF PVC WITH SAND AND PVC GLUE JUST PRIOR TO CONCRETE POUR FOR MANHOLE BASE AT CONCRETE TO TO PVC INTERFACE ALSO ATTACH MIRAFI "MIRASTOP" BENTONITE CLAY WATERSTOP, OR MID ENGINEER APPROVED EQUAL IN CONTINUOUS LOOP AROUND OUTSIDE OF PVC PIPE IN MANHOLE BASE WALL.

11. AIR VENT PIPE SHALL BE INSTALLED AS CLOSE TO GRADE RINGS AS POSSIBLE TO PREVENT AIR POCKETS.

12. AIR VENT PIPE SHALL BE OFFSET OUTSIDE OF MANHOLE COLLAR WHEN MANHOLE IS LOCATED IN TRAFFIC AREAS.

13. LOCATION OF STEEL PROTECTION POSTS AS DIRECTED BY MID ENGINEER.

14. LADDER AND HARDWARE TO BE STAINLESS STEEL, HOT DIPPED, GALVANIZED, OR EPOXY COATED.

15. ANY CHANGES OR DEVIATIONS REQUIRED BY FIELD CONDITION SHALL BE APPROVED BY MID INSPECTOR.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. WIDTH SHALL BE DETERMINED FOR EACH LOCATION. IN NO CASE SHALL IT BE LESS THAN 5' SQUARE.

2. PIPE TO BE INSTALLED AS CLOSE TO GRADE RINGS AS POSSIBLE TO PREVENT AIR POCKETS.

3. LOCATION OF STEEL PROTECTION POSTS AS DIRECTED BY MID ENGINEER.

TOP OF 6" DIA. SCH. 40 STEEL PIPE. MUST BE 1.5' ABOVE HIGH WATER MARK AND MIN. 4'-0" ABOVE MAN HOLE RIM TO TOP OF PIPE. AS DIRECTED BY THE MID ENGINEER. PAINT PIPE WITH PRIMER AND FINISH COATS.

4 #4 E.W. TOTAL
2 #4 E.W. BOTTOM
4 #4 E.W. TOP

SECTION A-A
MANHOLE COLLAR UNIMPROVED AREA

5' SQUARE (MIN.)

4 #4 TOTAL

GRADE RINGS
1' (MAX.)

CONCENTRIC CONE

6" CONCRETE

WELDED STEEL GRATE WITH 2" DIA. OPENINGS

PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE COLLAR

4 #4 E.W.

FINISH GRADE

GRADE RINGS 1' (MAX.)

P.C.C. COLLAR

90° WELDED ELBOW

WELDED REBAR

2 #4 E.W.

4 #4 TOTAL

PRESSURE MANHOLE DETAIL COLLAR WITH PIPE VENT
PLAN VIEW
MANHOLE BASE

PIPELINE

2 #5 CONT. EACH END

CONCRETE CONE

MANHOLE BASE

VARIABLE

(SEE TABLE ON MID STANDARD DETAIL)
INSTALL FRESNO VALVE & CASTINGS GATES PER SEPCS. ON PLAN SHEET. RISING STEM REQUIRED FOR TYPE W PRESSURE GATES. FOR DIA. ≤ 18" USE TYPE W FOR DIA. > 18" USE 101C.

INSTALL CASTINGS PIPE CLAMP STEM SUPPORT 12" BELOW TOP OF STRUCTURE PER MID'S INSPECTOR INSTRUCTIONS.

INSTALL MOUNTING BOLTS 1 VALVE DIA. BELOW VALVE HEAD OR 9" BELOW TOP OF STRUCTURE. USE HIGHEST LOCATION.

FOR 101C GATES, INSTALL STEM BRACE 2 VALVE DIA. ABOVE TOP OF VALVE OPENING. FIRST COURSE HORIZ. & VERT. #4 REBAR TO BE 6" FROM #8 REBAR HOOP. (TYP.) #8 REBAR HOOP AROUND CIRCUMFERENCE OF PIPE. (TYP.)

BOLT IN-LINE GATE TO COVER ANGLE IRON PER MID INSPECTOR INSTRUCTIONS.

INSTALL AIR VENT A MIN OF 3' DOWNSTREAM OF STAND.

EXISTING GROUND SURFACE

MORTAR ALL JOINTS

GATE & PIPELINE ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSES ONLY. SEE PLAN VIEW SHEET FOR ACTUAL INSTALLATION.

NOTES

1. BOARD GUIDES SHALL BE MIN 1/4" X 2-1/2" X 2-1/2" C-CHANNEL & INSTALLED PER MID INSPECTOR INSTRUCTIONS.

2. DIMENSIONS, REBAR, & NOTES ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSES ONLY. A SCALED DRAWING SHOULD BE PREPARED & SUBMITTED WITH ALL PLAN SETS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.
CUT VERTICAL LEG FOR WALL CLEARANCE. SEE SECTION A-A
HINGE, SEE DETAIL "A"
ALL CORNERS TO BE 45° CUTS & BUTT WELDED
FLOW
6" H.D. HINGE. WELD AT ENDS & SIDES
DETAIL "A"

HOT- DIPPED GALVANIZED BAR GRATING
6" H.D. HINGE. WELD AT ENDS & SIDES
2" HASP WELD ALL SIDES MID PAD LOCK
DETAIL "B"

NOTES
1. FOR METAL COVER WITH HINGED SECTION FOR GATE & BOARD BACKUP.
2. CLEARANCE BETWEEN EDGE OF STRUCTURE & COVER SHALL BE 1/4" MIN. & 1/2" MAX ALL SIDES.
3. DRILL 5/8" X 2" DEEP HOLE IN SET CONCRETE & INSTALL DROP-IN ANCHOR W/ 1/2" Ø ALL THREAD BOLT. SECURE LID W/ 1/2" Ø WASHER & NUT. 8 REQ'D.
4. ANY CHANGES OR DEVIATIONS REQUIRED BY FIELD CONDITIONS SHALL BE APPROVED BY MID'S INSPECTOR.

BAR GRATING DETAIL

#4 BAR ANCHORS 5 LONG @ 18" O.C. WELDED TO ANGLE
CRATING SEAT ANGLE 1-1/2"X1-1/2"X3/16 AROUND PERIMETER OF BOX STRUCTURE

BAR GRATING METAL COVER
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. ALL BOARD SLOTS SHALL BE 2-1/2" X 2-1/2" GALVANIZED STEEL CHANNEL ANCHORED IN CONCRETE.

2. BOARDS SHALL BE 3" ROUGH CUT REDWOOD ALL BOARD SLOT SHALL CONFORM TO THIS STANDARD AND MID STANDARD, CONCRETE SPECIFICATION.

3. THIS DETAIL DOES NOT SPECIFY CONCRETE THICKNESS OR REINFORCEMENT SIZE WHICH SHOULD BE DESIGNED SEPARATELY.

BOARD GUIDE DETAIL

2 EACH 2"X2" #4 BAR HOOK ALTERNATE BENDS AND WELD TO GUIDE AT EQUAL SPACE

1'-8.00" 1/4" PLATE 1/2 RADIUS

APPROVED BY: SMS
DATE: 7/27/2018

SCALE: NTS
DRAWN BY: AK
DRAWING NO. S-7

MADERA IRIGATION DISTRICT
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. ALL JOINTS BETWEEN CONCRETE POURS SHALL BE APPROVED CONSTRUCTION JOINT. ALL CONSTRUCTION JOINTS SHALL CONFORM TO THIS STANDARD AND MID STANDARD DRAWING, CONCRETE SPECIFICATION.

2. CONSTRUCTION JOINTS SHALL BE PLACED AS SHOWN ON THE PLANS OR AS PRE-APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER. JOINTS SHALL BE THOROUGHLY CLEANED AND Laitance REMOVED BEFORE A NEW POUR IS MADE. EACH JOINT SHALL BE WETTED IMMEDIATELY BEFORE THE PLACEMENT OF NEW CONCRETE.

3. WATER STOP SHALL BE "MIRASTOP" BENTONITE CLAY EXPANSIVE WATERSTOP WITH ALL WEATHER PRIMER (AWP) OR EQUIVALENT, AS APPROVED BY THE MID ENGINEER.

4. REINFORCING STEEL SHALL JOIN THE CONCRETE BETWEEN POURS WITH MINIMUM OVERLAP CONFORMING THE MID STANDARD DRAWING, CONCRETE SPECIFICATION.

5. THIS DETAIL DOES NOT SPECIFY CONCRETE THICKNESS OR REINFORCEMENT SIZE WHICH SHOULD BE DESIGNED SEPARATELY.
GALV. STEEL PIPE
GALV.-ALLOY ALL WELDS
LID TO BE MINIMUM OF 6" THICK
WITH #4 REBAR O.C. BOTHWAYS
PLACE BUTYL RUBBER JOINT
COMPOUND, OR SIMILAR
WATERSTOP, AT STAND & LID
JOINT.
STANDPIPE TO MEET A.S.T.M.
SPEC. C-361 B-25 OR C-478.
IF SLIP FORM IS USED, STAND
SHALL MEET ACI 318 & A.S.T.M.
C-150 SPECIFICATIONS, &
WALLS TO BE A MINIMUM
OF 6" THICK.
#4 REBAR 12" O.C. BOTHWAYS
FOR ANY PAD
INSTALL FLEX COUPLER
FILL VOID WITH MORTAR
2"Ø LIFTING EYELETS TIED
TO REBAR IN LID
2'3" (MIN.) & 1'-6" (MIN.)
ABOVE HYDRAULIC
GRADIENT LINE
EPOXY CEMENT LID TO STAND
& VENT PIPE SECTION TO LID
PIPE TO BE \( \frac{3}{4} \) DIA. OF
SURGE CHAMBER
SECURE LID WITH FOUR GRADE 4
ALL-THREAD 3/4" BOLTS AT 90°
SPACING THAT EXTEND A MINIMUM OF
12" INTO CHAMBER WALLS. SILICONE
EPOXY ALL EXPOSED FASTENERS.
MORTAR ALL AROUND
INLET & OUTLET PIPES
IF PRECAST STANDPIPE GRADE
MATERIAL IS USED, SET STAND
ON PAD BEFORE CONCRETE HAS
COMPLETELY SET. USE WATERSTOP
ADHESIVE AROUND JOINT.
IF SLIP FORM IS USED, POUR
PAD & WALLS AT THE SAME TIME.

NOTES
1. MID'S INSPECTOR MUST APPROVE ANY CHANGES THAT OCCUR DUE TO FIELD CONDITIONS.
2. ALL CONCRETE SHALL BE 6.0 SACK MIX, 0.46 WATER-TO-CEMENT RATIO, CONTAIN 2 POUNDS PER CUBIC YARD OF
2-INCH LONG FIBRILLATED MD SYNTHETIC FIBER & HAVE A MINIMUM OF 3,000 PSI COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AT 28
DAYS.
3. A MINIMUM OF 5" OF CONCRETE IS REQUIRED BETWEEN THE TOP OF PIPE & THE BOTTOM OF THE LID.
GALV. STEEL PIPE
GALV.-ALLOY ALL WELDS
PLACE BUTYL RUBBER JOINT COMPOUND, OR SIMILAR WATERSTOP, AT STAND & LID JOINT.
STANDPIPE TO MEET A.S.T.M. SPEC. C-361 B-25 OR C-478.
IF SLIP FORM IS USED, STAND SHALL MEET ACI 318 & A.S.T.M. C-150 SPECIFICATIONS, & WALLS TO BE A MINIMUM OF 6" THICK.
#4 REBAR 12" O.C. BOTHWAYS FOR ANY PAD

NOTES
1. MID'S INSPECTOR MUST APPROVE ANY CHANGES THAT OCCUR DUE TO FIELD CONDITIONS.
2. ALL CONCRETE SHALL BE 6.0 SACK MIX, 0.46 WATER-TO-CEMENT RATIO, CONTAIN 2 POUNDS PER CUBIC YARD OF 2-INCH LONG FIBRILLATED MD SYNTHETIC FIBER & HAVE A MINIMUM OF 3,000 PSI COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH AT 28 DAYS.
3. A MINIMUM OF 5" OF CONCRETE IS REQUIRED BETWEEN THE TOP OF PIPE & THE BOTTOM OF THE LID.
4. ALL VENTS SHALL BE WELDED GALVANIZED STEEL PIPE. NO PIPE FITTINGS WILL BE ALLOWED.
1. DIMENSIONS, REBAR & NOTES ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSES ONLY. A SCALED DRAWING SHOULD BE PREPARED & SUBMITTED WITH ALL PLAN SETS PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION.

2. GATES & PIPELINE ARE FOR DETAIL PURPOSE ONLY. SEE PLAN VIEW SHEET FOR ACTUAL INSTALLATION.
CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. ALL CONCRETE POURS FOR UPRIGHT DELIVERY STRUCTURES SHALL BE MONOLITHIC (ENTIRE STRUCTURE POURED AT ONCE).

2. DELIVERY GATES SHALL CONFORM TO MID STANDARD.

3. REINFORCED CONCRETE SHALL CONFORM TO MID STANDARD, CONCRETE SPECIFICATION.

PLAN

SECTION

FRONT ELEVATION
UTILITY CROSSING OPEN CUT NOTES:

1. Whenever any proposed utility is to cross existing mid facilities (pipeline, unlined ditch or lined canal) lying within mid right-of-way or mid easements, it is shall be accomplished by open cut as specified in mid standard, utility crossing open cut, or horizontal auger boring of a steel casing pipe running continuously the full width of the property or easement as specified in mid standard, utility crossing boring details. Whenever any proposed utility is to cross existing mid facilities lying within a non-exclusive easement or public right-of-way, it shall be accomplished as stated above, except that the minimum length of the casing pipe shall be as shown on sheet 3 (within public roads).

2. Concrete lining required for open cut installations only. Refer to mid standard, typical cross section for concrete lining.

3. MID inspector to determine limits of disturbed soil.

4. No vent or structures to be located within the canal easements.

5. Pipeline shall be backfilled in maximum of 8-inch lifts and compacted to 90% relative compaction (ASTM D-1557), according to mid standard, pipeline trench backfill detail.

6. This detail is intended to show canal/pipeline crossing details only. Additional carrier pipe angles, thrust blocks, valves, and appurtenances may be required for proper system design.

7. Casing pipes shall be filled with blown sand and plugged at each end as determined by the MID engineer.

8. The inside diameter of the casing pipe shall be as large as necessary for the installation of the carrier pipe and skids. In no case shall it be less than 6" larger than the outside diameter of the carrier pipe. Casing pipes shall be minimum schedule 40 welded steel pipe and shall be coated with a minimum of 2 coats of coal tar epoxy. Coating must be allowed to dry before backfill.

Casing thickness:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Minimum Thickness</th>
<th>By Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/4&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/8&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Carrier pipes shall be suitable for transporting the product intended and shall have compression sealing joints.

10. Casing pipes for carrier pipes transporting products under pressure shall be sealed (plugged) at each end and a vent pipe shall be installed if required by the MID engineer. Casing pipes for gravity flow carrier pipes need only to be sealed (plugged) at each end. Casing pipes carrying electrical conductors shall be grounded with a grounding rod in accordance with the National Electric Code.
NOTE
SEE SHEET 1 FOR UTILITY CROSSING OPEN CUT NOTES ON SHEET 1.

12" CUTOFF WALLS TO BE PLACED UPSTREAM & DOWNSTREAM OF CONCRETE PAD.

FLOW

18" CUTOFF WALLS TO BE PLACED UPSTREAM & DOWNSTREAM OF CONCRETE PAD.

6" (MIN.)
SEE NOTE 3

PLAN VIEW

EXISTING GROUND SURFACE

INSTALL CONCRETE LINING PER MID STANDARD

FLOW LINE

6"

COMPACTED BACKFILL
SEE NOTE 5

3' (MIN.)
FILL WITH BLOWN SAND

PROFILE VIEW

CASING PIPE

CARRIER PIPE

PLUG (BOTH ENDS)

UTILITY CROSSING OPEN CUT DETAILS

DRAWN BY: AK
APPROVED BY: SMS
DATE: 7/27/2018
NOTE

SEE SHEET 1 FOR UTILITY CROSSING OPEN CUT NOTES ON SHEET 1.

PLAN

MID PIPELINE TO BE PUMPED DRY PRIOR TO EXCAVATION BENEATH PIPE

BACKFILL TRENCH W/2 SACK SAND CEMENT SLURRY

SECTION A-A

PIPE UNDER MID PIPELINE

EQUAL TO THE DEPTH OF CASING WHEN WITHIN PUBLIC ROADS

1' (MIN.) CLEARANCE

EXISTING GROUND SURFACE

MID RIGHT-OF-WAY OR EASEMENT (FULL WIDTH)

EQUAL TO THE DEPTH OF CASING WHEN WITHIN PUBLIC ROADS

MID PIPELINE TO BE PUMPED DRY PRIOR TO EXCAVATION BENEATH PIPE

CASING AND CARRIER PIPES

1' (MIN.) CLEARANCE
1. Whenever any proposed utility is to cross existing mid facilities (pipeline, unlined ditch or lined canal) lying within mid right-of-way or mid easements, it shall be accomplished by open cut as specified in mid standard, utility crossing open cut, or horizontal auger boring using a steel casing pipe running horizontally. Whenever any proposed utility is to cross existing mid facilities lying within a non-exclusive easement or public right-of-way, it shall be accomplished as stated above, except that the minimum length of the casing pipe shall be shown on sheet 3 (within public roads).

2. Jacking of casing pipes will be permitted only by special permission from the mid engineer.

3. Slurry boring, tunneling and water auger boring will not be permitted.

4. Boring pits and receiving pits shall only be placed outside of mid property or easements. Bore pits shall comply with Cal-Osha construction safety orders. Bore pits and receiving pits shall be securely fenced during non-working hours.

5. Once the boring operation has commenced, it shall be continued un-interrupted around the clock, until the casing pipe has been installed to the specified limits.

6. The inside diameter of the casing pipes shall be as large as necessary for the installation of the carrier pipe and skids. In no case shall it be less than 6 inches larger than the largest outside diameter of the carrier pipe. Casing pipes shall conform to the table below and shall be sand or welded seam pipe and shall be coated inside with bituminous coating. If a bituminous coating cannot be used on the inside of the casing pipe, the casing pipe minimum thickness shall be increased 1/8 of an inch.

7. Carrier pipes shall be suitable for transporting the product intended and shall have compression sealing joints.

8. Casing pipes for carrier pipes transporting products enabling pressure shall be sealed (plugged) at each end and a vent pipe shall be installed if required by the mid engineer. Casing pipes for gravity flow carrier pipes need only to be sealed where they are located. Casing pipes carrying electrical conductors shall be grounded with a grounding rod in accordance with the National Electrical Code.

9. Boring shall not be performed during the irrigation season (typically March 1st to October 30th) or in saturated ground without specific written permission from the mid engineer.

10. The diameter of the bored hole shall not be more than one inch greater than the casing pipe outside diameter. A shield or band may be used on the first section of pipe resulting from casing or excavating outside of the above limits shall be back-filled with sand or gravel of the same size.

11. Where the depth of mid pipe is unknown, it shall be the responsibility of the contractor to locate the pipeline. The least invasive methods including ground penetrating radar (gpr), hand augering, and water jetting with slurry backfill shall be permitted. Allow adequate depth of casing pipe to ensure the specified minimum clearance.

12. Markers shall be placed as shown on mid standard, utility crossing marker detail. Emergency notification telephone number 911 is not acceptable.

CASING I.D. | MINIMUM THICKNESS
--- | ---
4" | 1/4"
12" | 3/8"
42" | 1/2"
LARGER | BY DESIGN
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CONSTRUCTION NOTES
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PLUG (BOTH ENDS)
SEE NOTE 8

CASING PIPE
CARRIER PIPE
UTILITY CROSSING MARKER
PER MID STANDARD

BOTTOM OF EXISTING MID PIPELINE
FILL WITH BLOWN SAND

1' (MIN.)
3' (MIN.)

UTILITY CROSSING BORING UNDER MID PIPELINE
EQUAL TO THE DEPTH OF CASING WHEN WITHIN PUBLIC ROADS
MID RIGHT-OF-WAY OR EASEMENT (FULL WIDTH)
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CONSTRUCTION NOTES

1. IRRIGATION UTILITY MARKER AND POST SHALL BE PLACED NOT MORE THAN 12 INCHES FROM TOP OF BANK CROWN ON EACH SIDE OF CANAL.

2. UTILITY MARKER POSTS SHALL BE STANDARD T-POST WITH 8" X 24" TYPE "A" OBJECT MARKER ATTACHED TO T-POST IN A MINIMUM OF 2 LOCATIONS WITH STEEL U-BOLTS.

3. UTILITY MARKER SHALL SHOW THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: NUMBER OF PIPES, PIPE SIZES, PIPE MATERIAL, "IRRIGATION WATER LINE", OWNER OR FARM NAME. INFORMATION SHALL BE PERMANENTLY ATTACHED TO THE MARKER WITH PAINT OR OTHER MID ENGINEER APPROVED SUITABLE METHOD.

4. WHEN UTILITY CROSSING OCCURS OUTSIDE OF THE PAVED OR TRAVELED WAY, INSTALL MARKERS AS SHOWN FACING THE CENTERLINE OF THE TRAVELED WAY. WHEN UTILITY CROSSING OCCURS WITHIN THE TRAVELED WAY, MARKERS MAY BE OMITTED.